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Abstract

This dissertation consists of three chapters investigating the effect of firms’ entry and

exit behavior on market outcomes. Chapters 1 and 2 relate to the recent financial

crisis in the auto industry that led to General Motor and Chrysler’s bankruptcy filing

and their dealer network reconstruction, studying firms and consumers’ response to

this industry shock. Chapter 3 challenges the current merger policy by proposing a

selective entry mechanism.

The first chapter examines the impact of new car dealer closures on surviving

dealers’ profitability and consumer welfare during General Motor and Chrysler’s

bankruptcy restructuring. Using a complete sample of new car transaction data

from 2007 to 2013 in Iowa, I estimate the effect of changes in dealer networks on

surviving dealers’ sales, prices, and consumer welfare by building a structural model

with spatial differentiation and conducting counterfactual analysis. I further estimate

this effect by conducting retrospective analysis. These two methods are compared,

and the results validate the assumptions of the structural model.

The second chapter empirically investigates the effect of financial distress on used

car prices and sales. When purchasing durable goods such as cars, consumers are

expected to respond to the likelihood of default for auto makers because it will affect

the provision of warranty and future maintenance service, as well as availability of

parts. I find that a 10% increase in the likelihood of bankruptcy results in a $86 price

drop in used cars. Sales drops only for used cars with remaining warranty and those
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sold by franchised dealers. These results imply that consumers do respond to auto

makers’ financial distress, which could add an additional cost to the existing financial

problem faced by auto makers.

The third chapter is co-authored with Dr. Andrew Sweeting and Dr. James

Roberts and looks at potential entry defense. Horizontal mergers may be approved if

antitrust authorities believe that new entry would limit any anticompetitive effects.

This ‘potential entry defense’ has led to mergers being approved in concentrated

markets in several industries, including airlines. However, entry will be both less

likely and less able to constrain market power if the pre-merger entry process already

selected the best firms into the market, for example those firms with better product

qualities or lower marginal or fixed costs. We estimate a rich empirical entry model

allowing for these types of selection using data from airline routes connecting the top

80 airports by enplanement. Our results indicate that selection is important and helps

to explain the fact that airline mergers have tended to increase prices without inducing

a significant number of new entering firms, even though most of these markets have

several potential entrants and, in most cities, entry barriers are relatively low. We

also use our model to conduct counterfactual merger analysis.
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1

Who Benefits From Auto Dealer Network
Reconstruction During U.S. Auto Bailouts?

1.1 Introduction

The auto industry is one of the most important industries in the U.S., contributing

about 3% to the overall Gross Domestic Product. New car dealerships create over

1 millions jobs as of 2014 (NADA, 2014). At the same time, the new car market

is heavily regulated by state auto franchise laws. Car makers are required to sell

their new cars through an independent network of franchised car dealers. In most

states the state law further prevents car makers from adjusting their dealer networks

once the franchise contracts are signed in order to protect independent car dealers’

investments. This results in significantly denser dealer networks for American car

makers compared to their foreign counterparts due to American car makers’ early

entry into the market. There is a hypothesis that a more lenient franchise law allowing

a cheaper dealer termination process is the key to improving American car makers’

low profitability (Lafontaine and Morton (2010)). While changing the state laws

faces many hurdles, during the government’s $92 billion bailout of General Motors
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(thereafter GM) and Chrysler in 2009, the bankruptcy court allowed the two auto

makers to circumvent state franchise laws: allowing them to cheaply close down a

large number of dealers at their discretion. The bankruptcy court’s decision gives us

a unique chance to empirically test this hypothesis and answer the questions: can

reducing the number of dealers really increase the profitability of surviving dealers,

and to what extent?

This paper empirically investigates the impact of this dealer closure wave on sur-

viving dealers’ profitability and consumer welfare. It does so by utilizing a unique

dataset that covers all new and used car transactions in Iowa from 2007-2013. The

length of the data and the number of dealer closures resulting from the bailout pro-

vide us with enough data variation to conduct direct retrospective analysis on dealer

closures. The dataset includes the locations of both the dealer and buyer for each

transaction, enabling us to estimate the substitution patterns governed by spatial

differentiation in detail. I then develop a structural demand and supply model tak-

ing into account the spatial differentiation. Using the estimates from the structural

model I calculate the changes in consumer welfare after dealer closures in a counter-

factual analysis. This structural framework also allows researchers to conduct similar

analysis in other geographic markets when retrospective data is not available. Finally

I test whether the price and sales prediction from the counterfactuals matches the

pattern shown in the retrospective analysis to validate the choice of this structural

model.

The reduced form analysis produces two important results. First of all, I find that

a single dealer closure, on average, increases the surviving, same brand dealers’ market

share by 7 percent, while it increases surviving, different brand dealers’ market share

by only 0.6 percent. This indicates that the competition between same brand dealers

(cannibalization effect) is more intense than the competition between different brand
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dealers (business stealing effect) in the new car market. The effect of dealer closures

on prices is otherwise small. I find no significant increase in price for the surviving,

same brand dealers and a 0.075 percent increase in price for the surviving, different

brand dealers. Secondly, I show that the distribution of market share spillover from

the closing dealer to the surviving dealers depends heavily on the relative distances

between the closing and surviving dealers. The benefit on the surviving, same brand

dealers diminishes when the surviving dealers are more than 10 miles away from the

closing dealer.

The demand model is built at the individual level. I estimate a three-level nested

logit demand model using maximum likelihood, accounting for both buyer and dealer

locations. The price endogeneity problem is corrected using the control function ap-

proach proposed in Petrin and Train (2010). The demand estimates show that buyers

dislike distance, and buyers living in rural area dislike distance more then metro buy-

ers. Consistent with the reduced form results, demand estimates also indicate a strong

substitution between same brands dealers. The demand model is then combined with

a supply side model where multi-product car dealers play a Bertrand-Nash pricing

game, enabling me to perform counterfactual analysis. I find that GM and Chrysler’s

dealer closure waves between 2008 and 2010 results in a 5.2 percent ($28 million)

decrease in consumer welfare. Consistent with the reduced form results, the effects

of dealer closures on prices are quite small, 0.6 percent for GM and 1.6 percent for

Chrysler, but average GM dealers and Chrysler dealers benefit from a 9 percent and

14 percent profit boosts ($126,000 and $151,800) respectively.

This paper makes several contributions to the existing literature. This is the

first paper that uses retrospective analysis to study the effect of this dealer closure

wave, adding to several recent literatures already studying this episode of dealer

closures. Albuquerque and Bronnenberg (2012) model manufactures and dealers’
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pricing decisions separately and find that the remaining dealer network enjoys a total

$675,000 increase in profit by closing the least profitable dealers indicated by their

structural model using a 20% sample of all vehicle transactions in San Diego area

from 2005-2006. Ozturk et al. (2011) combines aggregate sales data and disaggregate

online search data to calibrate a dynamic structural durable goods adoption model.

He finds that dealer network pruning hurts Dodge and Chrysler’s shares while it

benefits all other brands. Murry (2014) studies the vertical relationship between

manufactures and dealers in advertising decisions. He finds in the counterfactual

that with dealer closures, both manufacturers and the surviving dealers reduce the

amount of advertisement, and thus surviving dealer’s market shares and profits both

decrease.

Without being able to compare their counterfactual results to what are observed in

the real data, I need to interpret their results with caution especially when their results

differ slightly from each other. Peters (2006) criticizes the structural approach as

lacking robustness and sometimes producing biased predictions. My paper addresses

this concern by combining both the reduced-form and structural methods. This is

possible because the data spans the before and after periods of this dealer closure

episode, which allows me to use reduced form retrospective analysis to answer my

research question. This approach enhances the understanding of potential biases

from either method and gives future researchers more confidence to use the model

developed in this paper.

My choice to study the state of Iowa is well suited to answer additional questions

regarding where to close dealers in the policy debates. As a recent summary report

from the Troubled Asset Relief Program (thereafter SIGTARP (2009)) mentioned,

there are a few industry experts stating the effects of dealer closures might differ

across the metropolitan and rural areas. They believe that GM and Chrysler are
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forgoing their competitive advantages, their “historic relationship” with customers,

to their foreign counterparts by closing more dealers in rural areas. Iowa has both

metropolitan cities and abundant rural areas that allows me to estimate this differ-

ential effect compared to the above papers using only data from the metropolitan

areas.

This paper also adds to the literature of spatial competition by modeling buyer

location directly. I am able to obtain better estimates on consumers’ preferences for

distance compared to the previous literature where only shares at the dealer location

level are observed. Thomadsen (2005); Davis (2006b,a); Houde (2012); Chintagunta

et al. (2015); Nurski and Verboven (2013) all investigate the effect of changes in market

structure on prices, sales, or qualities where firms are competing in both products

and locations. While they all observe the exact locations of the firms (movie theaters,

gas stations, etc.), they do not observe directly the locations of the buyers. As a

result, they need to simulate buyers from different locations according to census tract

information and aggregate all the simulated buyer purchase decisions to the firm-

level in order to match the observed aggregate data at the firm-level. However, the

accuracy of this aggregation over the census population distribution further depends

on a frequently ad hoc definition of relevant market where researchers need to make

assumptions that people do not travel outside of a metropolitan area to purchase

certain goods. Houde (2012) points out that sometimes the relevant market can be

the entire country. A misspecification of relevant market can lead to biased estimates

of the substitution patterns across spatially differentiated firms. By defining buyer

markets in terms of their observed travel distance in the data, my paper alleviates

the above problem.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a more detailed

description on the industry background, the debates and investigation over the dealer
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closure wave. Section 3 describes the data and presents summary statistics that are

consistent with the anecdotes presented in section 2. Section 4 presents reduced

form regression results. Section 5 develops the structural demand and supply models.

Section 6 presents the results of the structural estimation and counterfactuals. Section

7 concludes the paper.

1.2 Industry Background

In this section, I describe the relationship between car manufacturers and their dealers

in the U.S., and explain why the strict state franchise laws can result in an inefficient

dealer network. This explains why there is an incentive for dealer network reconstruc-

tion. I will then present details on the auto maker bailout in 2009 including experts’

opinions on dealer closures and car manufacturers’ choices on closing dealers. This

institution background motivates my model choice and counterfactual analysis.

In the U.S., all existing car manufacturers are required to sell their new cars

through independently owned franchised dealers by state franchise laws. A car man-

ufacturer needs to grant its designated dealers franchise contracts in order for the

dealers to sell new car of that certain make (I call car dealers who can sell new car

franchised dealers hereafter). After obtaining the contract, the franchised dealer uses

its own money to invest in the facility and new car inventory. Car dealers can either

buy the inventory by cash or obtain loans generated by manufacturers (also called

floor-plan financing) which is paid when the car is sold. Once a new car leaves its

manufacturer for its dealer, the dealer becomes solely responsible for selling that car.

As a result, the franchised dealer has the freedom to decide how much he is willing to

sell his inventory to car buyers. Car dealers also need to pay out of their own pockets

to invest in sales and technician people training, facilities, and local advertisements.

Once a franchise contract is signed, there are very strict state regulations that
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govern the relationship between car manufacturers and their franchised dealers. Orig-

inally enacted for the purpose of protecting dealerships’ steep investments from car

manufacturers’ opportunistic behavior, state auto franchise laws nowadays become

more likely a result of car dealers’ political leverage in state legislatures. For all

states as of 2009, termination of franchise dealership is difficult. A car manufacturer

can only terminate or refuse to renew its franchise contracts with existing franchised

dealers for ”good cause”. Not only the burden of proving ”good cause” is on the

manufacturer, the establishment of ”good cause” is usually restricted to dealers com-

mitting crime or fraud and breaching contract. Any efficiency and profit maximizing

argument is not considered as a valid cause. In additional, once the termination is

approved, car makers are responsible to buy back all unsold new vehicles and any re-

lated parts even if it is the dealer’s decision to terminate the contract. For example,

GM is recorded to spend more than 1 billion on dealer buyouts when it closed the

Oldsmobile product line (Lafontaine and Morton (2010)). In addition to termination,

establishing new dealership is also strictly regulated in 49 states as of 2009. In order

to establish a new dealership, car manufacture needs to demonstrate the ”need” in

an existing dealer’s ”relevant market area”. Besides adding and removing franchised

dealers, most of the states also regulate on the interactions between car makers and

dealers during the franchise relationship. For example, most states prohibit quan-

tity forcing and price discrimination again dealers, and require manufactures to buy

back unsold inventory (including parts, accessories, etc.) upon termination. We can

see that as car manufacturers cannot price discriminate its dealers, the revenue car

manufacturers get from selling each car to a dealer is the same. Therefore, there is

a interest misalignment between dealers and manufacturers, where dealers want to

maximize its profits and manufacturers want to maximize its total sales volume.

The strict state regulations make it very costly for manufacturers to reconfig-
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ure their dealer networks and product space when consumer demand and competi-

tor changes. In fact, the strict state franchise laws are generally accounted for as

the major reasons for American car dealers’ falling profits (Lafontaine and Morton

(2010)). American car manufacturers have many more dealers compared to foreign

car manufacturers due to the fact that their dealer networks were established before

the franchise law came to action. As a result, there is more intense price cutting

between same make dealers of American manufacturers. Sales per dealership is also

much lower for American car dealers as the total share of American cars in the market

place drops when more foreign brands entered the market place. The resulting lower

profits further disable those dealers to make essential investment in brand building

and results in further loss in sales. As GM’s CEO James Press mentioned (SIGTARP

(2009)), “the average U.S. automotive dealer made a profit of $279,000 according to

NADA, but Chrysler dealers lost $3,431.”

GM and Chrysler have both started right-sizing their dealer network for decades.

GM, for example, had reduced 6000 dealerships between 1970 to 2008 as a result of

normal attrition, consolidation of franchises in smaller markets, and discontinuation of

the Oldsmobile brand. Chrysler has started Project Genesis several years before 2009

to consolidate its three brands into each of its dealerships. However, this process

has been slow and costly. In 2009, both GM1 and Chrysler2 filed for Chapter 11

bankruptcy. The bankruptcy court granted a one time chance for these two American

car manufacturers to shed their dealerships at a faster pace with lower costs. As a

result, Chrysler sent immediate termination letter to 789 dealerships nationwide on

May 14, 2009, while GM identified 1454 dealerships to be wined down by 2010 in early

June 2009 (SIGTARP (2009)). The cost of termination was much lower during the

1 Brands under GM are Saturn (discontinued by 2012), Pontiac (discontinued by 2010), Chevrolet,
Cadillac, Buick, and GMC

2 Brands under Chrysler are Chrysler, Jeep, and Dodge
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bankruptcy protection as they did not need to fully compensate their closing dealers

on unsold inventory, and Chrysler only gave them 26 days to dispose of inventory.

Though terminations were implemented, the result of reducing dealer networks

on surviving dealers’ profitability is still in need of examination. There are indeed

opposing opinions towards the effect of reducing the number of dealerships according

to SIGTARP (2009). On the supporting side, experts pointed out that dealerships

tend to carry excess stock when competing with nearby dealers of the same make, and

fewer dealerships can lead to reduced inventory level and the amount of floor plan

financing. Smaller dealer network can also reduce same brand cannibalization which

results in higher sales prices for the surviving dealers. GM and Chrysler’s market

shares have been decreasing due to fiercer foreign competition. As a result, their

dealers derive a large portion of revenue from used cars, service, and parts. While

their revenues are not from new vehicles sales, they do not invest in facilities and

sales force, which results in worse new vehicles sales. On the opposing side, experts

asserted that GM and Chrysler had an advantage over their import competitors in

the rural areas, and as a result, closing dealerships can result in loss sales in the rural

area and ruin the ”historic relationship” American car makes had with residents in

small towns.

SIGTARP (2009) further pointed out several puzzles of the rapid reduction of

dealer network. First of all, reducing the number of dealerships may further reduce

the total market share of GM and Chrysler. Secondly, there is no evidence of explicit

cost savings to the manufacturers as dealership seem to be under the burden of all

costs. The last but not least, there is no objective criteria when identifying target

dealers to close, and therefore the whole process lacked fairness.
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1.3 Data

In this section, I describe the unique dataset that allows us to conduct retrospective

analysis on dealer closures’ effect on prices and sales. I then provide evidence on how

buyers mostly choose dealers locally to show the existence of traveling cost that are

later incorporated in the structural model. Finally I provide evidence on the selection

of closing dealers.

1.3.1 Data Details

Data are collected from several sources. The first data set is car transaction data. I

obtain a full record of transaction level vehicle sales data from the state of Iowa from

January 1, 2006 to December 31, 2013. It covers all non-commercial cars which in-

cludes cars, sport utility vehicles (thereafter SUVs), vans, and pickup trucks. Each ob-

servation in the data is a record of vehicle purchased by a consumer at a registered car

dealer in Iowa. For each transaction I observe the vin number, make/model/style/fuel

type/year, new or used car, odometer reading, exact date of the day of sale, net price

paid, pay by cash or lease, buyer 9 digit zip code, dealer name, and dealer address.

The second data set is franchise dealer franchise list from 2007-2013 from Iowa

Auto Dealer Association (thereafter IADA). Member franchised dealers self-report all

franchises they are holding each year. As this only include 98% of franchised dealers

in Iowa, I further match this franchise list to the transaction data to identify the

complete lists of franchised dealers from the rest of independent dealers.3 I define a

dealer to have a franchise of a car make in a year if it sold more than 50 new vehicles

of that make during the year or if the dealer self-reported the make’s franchise holding

to IADA.4 The identification of franchise dealer entry and exit for the analysis in this

3 Independent dealers are the dealers who do not hold franchise contract with any auto makers,
and thus are only allowed to sell used cars.

4 Note that a dealer can hold several franchises, I call it a multi-brand dealer.
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paper is derived from this definition.

I collect the third data set from Edmund’s application program interface (API),

which is the database from which Edmund.com draws information. This data set con-

tains information on car characteristics, market suggested retail price, invoice price,

and transportation fee at the squish vin level for all car models built for passenger

use from 1998 to 2014.5 Car characteristics include horsepower, physical size, mpg,

fuel type, and car styles. I match this data set to the transaction data by the vin

number.

The fourth data set is demographic data from the census. I use 5 digit zip code

tabulated population and income data from the 2010 American Community Survey. I

use this data in both the retrospective analysis and demand estimation. Since I want

to directly investigate the difference between rural and metro area, I define rural and

metro area by referring to the Rural-Urban Commuting Area codes created by the

Department of Agriculture for census tracts. I use the mapping between zip code

and these area codes created by the Center of Rural Health to find rural and metro

5 digit zip code.

In the following analysis, I exclude transactions where the paid price is larger

than 1.5 times or less than half of the market suggested retail price at the squish vin

level. This accounts for 15% of the total observations. In order to control the choice

set size for demand estimation, I follow the previous literature as in Albuquerque

and Bronnenberg (2012) and Murry (2014) to aggregate cars to the model level.

The characteristics of a model are set to be the most popular selling squish vin’s

characteristics under the same model year.

5 Squish vin is the first 11 digits of the VIN number minus the 9th digit. The squish vin varies
around the trim level. Sometimes, each different trim for a make model has a different squish vin,
and other times, several trims for a make model have a single squish vin number. However, a
make-model-year always has several squish vins.
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1.3.2 Descriptive Analysis

First of all, total annual sales for the top 35 selling car makes in Iowa are shown

in Table 1.1. We can see that the new car sales decreased significantly after 2007

and reached the lowest point in 2009. This is consistent with the changes in demand

during the financial crisis and auto makers’ bankruptcy in 2009. As the economy

gradually recovered, the total new car sales also went up. In Table 1.2, we can see

that as mentioned earlier American makes indeed have about 10 times as many dealers

as their foreign competitors, There had been slight decrease in the number of dealers

since 2007 for Chrysler, Ford, and GM. However, the largest dip in dealer numbers

took place between 2009 and 2010 due to the bankruptcy reconstruction. Chrysler

lost 18 dealers and GM lost 29 dealers. Consistent with the theory of low profits as

a result of excessive dealer network, in Table 1.3 we can see that while a honda or

toyota dealer sells on average 400 new cars per year, sales is less than 100 for Chrysler

and Ford, and a slightly more than 100 for GM.

As one of the disagreements on dealership closures lies in the choice of dealers to

close in metro area or rural area, I first show the locations of dealers on the Iowa map

in Figure 1.1. We can see that dealers are slightly more concentrated in the metro

cities. In Figure 1.2, we see that while Chrysler has quite a few dealers concentrating

at the metro cities, it also has a much stronger presence in the rural area compared to

Toyota’s dealer network in Figure 1.3. Toyota barely has any presence outside of metro

area. Table 1.4 presents the distribution of market shares of American and foreign car

makes in rural and metro areas. First of all, we notice that Ford, GM, and Chrysler

have high market shares compared to the other car manufacturers. This is because

the denser dealer networks of these American auto makers allow them to reach to

more consumers. Though Toyota has a very sparse dealer network, it took over 16%

market share in 2007, which is comparable to Ford’s market share. Secondly, it is not
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surprisingly to find that American cars have a much higher market shares in the rural

area compared to that those in the metro area. Thirdly, after shedding a significant

amount of dealerships, most of GM and Chrysler’s makes suffered from market share

loss. Especially for Dodge and Buick brands, their market share decreased almost

50%. Market shares for these dealers also decreased at a larger magnitude in the

metro area. This can be due to the difference in numbers of closing dealers in the

rural and metro area and closing dealers’ relative sizes. On the other hand, Ford

benefitted significantly from GM and Chrysler’s dealer closure waves as the total

share of Ford dealerships increases by 6%.

Another concern over dealer closure is the lack of objective criteria in choosing clos-

ing dealers as mentioned in SIGTARP (2009). I present some evidence to show that

closing dealers were selected based on sales, prices, and characteristics. GM claims

that their decision was based on the Dealer Performance Summary Score (thereafter

DPS),6, annual sales of less than 50 new vehicles in 2008, non-GM brands in same

facility and DPS below 100, or Buick-GMC or Cadillac dealership network viability.7

For Chrysler, the criteria used to determine dealer termination were: whether the

dealer’s location was a desirable one targeted by Chrysler; which brands were offered;

the sales of new vehicle; and the Minumun Sales Responsibility.8 Table 1.6 shows the

count of franchises that exist in a multibrand facility. Multi-brand here refers to sell-

ing Chrysler and Ford under the same roof rather than Chrysler and Dodge. We can

see that foreign makes have a large proportion of multi-brand dealers. GM and Ford

have more single brand dealerships than multi-brand ones while Chrysler has more

6 DPS Score is a weighted score: 50% retail sales index (radio of actual sales to expected sales),
30% customer satisfaction index (ratio of actual score to expected score) 10% capitalization (ratio of
actual working capital to standard working capital), 10% profitability (ratio of actual dealer return
on sales to expected return on sales)

7 Buick-GMC viability refers to GM’s plan to consolidate GMC and Builck standalone dealerships.
Cadillac dealership network viability refers to the reduction of the overall size of the Cadillac network.

8 It is a ratio of the actual sales to the average number of vehicle registration in a state
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multi-brand dealers. In Figure 1.5, it is clear that most of the dealers Chrysler chose

to close down are multi-brand dealers while GM closed more single brand dealers.

According to both GM and Chrysler’s criteria, dealers with small sales were more

likely to be chosen. I summarize the average annual sales for closing dealers in Table

1.7 and those for surviving dealers in Table 1.8. Except for the Chrysler brand, there

is a clear selection on choices of closing dealers as closing franchises sold much smaller

numbers of new cars than surviving franchises.

As I expect that distance is an important parameter for buyers to consider when

deciding which dealers to visit, I show the histogram of buyer travel distance in Figure

1.5. There are 10% of transactions where buyers travel more than 60 miles. We can

see that for the rest of buyers they travel mostly shorter distance. The average travel

distance to the dealership is 21.5 miles and the median is 12 miles. Table 1.9 also shows

the comparison for distance travelled for rural buyers and metro buyers. On average,

we can see the rural residents travelled 13 miles more to get to their dealerships for

car purchases compared to the metro residents. It is non surprising due to the sparse

dealer network in the rural area, but it also suggests that rural buyers may have

higher preference on travel distance. I further show the sales distribution by distance

from a dealer in Figure 1.6. The sizes of circles indicate the magnitude of sales took

place in the corresponding buyer locations. We can see that for these two dealers in

Cedar Rapids, most of the new cars were bought by buyers locating in this metro

area. As distance increases, sales decreases. One interesting observation is that there

are buyers who were willing to travel a very long distance to purchase cars.

1.4 Reduced From Analysis on Dealer Closures

In this section, I first conduct retrospective reduced form analysis to estimate the

effects of dealer closures on franchised dealers market share and prices, separating
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cannibalization (effects on same make dealers) and business stealing (effects on dif-

ferent make dealers). I then investigate the heterogeneity of these effects depending

on buyer characteristics. I finally measure the differential geographic spillover of a

dealer closure on surrounding dealers to show the localness of the effect of a dealer

closure.

1.4.1 Inter-brand and Intra-brand competition at disaggregate level

I investigate how same brand competition (intra-brand) between dealers and different

brand competitions affect market shares and transaction prices. In order to do the

analysis, I first need to define a market. As the locations of buyers and dealers

are crucial in this analysis, and buyers frequently travel to a different city for car

purchase, simply defining a market by the city or county of the locations of car

dealers will incorrectly exclude competition from any dealers outside of the area.

Instead, I define each market by a buyer 5 digit zip code. As we see from the previous

section that the mean of travel distances is 21 miles with a median 10 miles for all

transactions, I include all dealers within a 30 mile radius of a buyer zip code when

measuring competition and only keep dealers that do not exit at any time during the

sample period. I use the following specification for the analysis:

ydzmt “ β1N
same make
zmt ` β2∆Nother make

zmt ` β3Distdz

` yeart ` yearmakemt `Dz ` εdzmt (1.1)

Each observation is a dealer d-buyer z-make m-sale year t combination. N same make
zmt

is the number of dealer closures in buyer zip code z in year t. If the number of

dealer openings exceeds the number of dealer closures, this variable can be negative.

Nother make
zmt is the number of dealer closures of different makes from make m in buyer

zip code z in year t. Distdz is the distance between the buyer zip code and dealer d.

As we see in Figure 1.6, β3 is expected to be negative. I include year-make dummies
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to control for the financial crisis in 2008-2009 during which Chrysler and GM suffered

from sales drop more than the other makes. Year dummies are included to account for

aggregate demand movement not caused by dealer closures. I further include several

fixed effects to account for potential endogeneity of the choice of dealer closures. First

of all, the number of closing dealers may be correlated with the location of buyer and

specific unobserved demand conditions in the buyer markets. Intuitively, car makers

are likely to close dealers in a buyer market where the demand condition or market

structure results in a lower average market share, which biases the coefficient on dealer

closure downward. I include buyer zip code fixed effects to account for this potential

selection problem.

The result in Table 1.10 column (1) is consistent with the theory of intra and inter

brand competition. The dependent variable is market share, which is calculated as the

total sales of the dealer-make at one buyer zip code divided by the potential market

size in that buyer zip code. The potential market size is defined by the total zip code

population divided by 21, assuming that a household buys a new vehicle every 7 years

and the average household size is 3. I also use this same measure for potential market

size in the demand estimation in the following section. The mean of market share

in the sample is 1.69%. One same make dealer closure in the market increases the

inside market share by 0.12% in magnitude while one different make dealer closure

in the market can only increase the market share of the surviving dealer by 0.01%.

This result indicates that the competition from a different make dealer is significantly

weaker than the competition from a same make dealer. While the sign and relative

magnitude of these estimates are reasonable, the absolute magnitude is quite low.

However, this is due to the construction of the sample such that many buyer-dealer

combinations has 0 market share in each year. Taking into account that the mean of

market share is 1.69% in the sample, I calculate that one same make dealer closure
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increases the surviving dealer’s market share by 7 percent, and a different make dealer

closure improves the surviving dealer’s market share by 0.6 percent. The coefficient

on distance is negative as expected. It shows that being one mile further away from

the buyer decreases dealer’s market share by 0.13% in magnitude which is 7.6 percent

of the dealer’s original share. This results shows that localness is a strong feature of

dealer competition.

Column (2) in Table 1.10 has prices as the dependent variable. Each observation

is at dealer-buyer-year-model level. As different model under the same brand can

have very different prices, I add a model fixed effect to specification (1.1). We see

that the coefficient on same make dealer closure is negative but insignificant. On the

other hand the coefficient on different make dealer closure is positive indicating that

one different make dealer closure can increase the price by $19 for each car, which

is 0.075 percent of the average price in the sample. Column(3) uses margin as the

dependent variable, which is calculated as price minus cost. I used the sum of invoice

price and transportation cost reported in Edmund’s API data to approximate the

cost dealer is paying for each model. The average margin in the sample is $-2929,

indicating that the actual transaction prices are frequently below the invoice prices.

I find a $12 increase in margin when there is one different make dealer closure.

Table 1.11 presents the same analysis as the above with extra buyer-dealer-make

fixed effects. Manufacturers are likely to choose underperforming dealers at a local

buyer market to close, as a result, number of closing dealers may correlate with factors

such as buyers’ strong taste towards specific surviving dealers that affects the market

share of surviving dealers. Therefore, by including buyer-dealer-make fixed effects

and use only variations across time for identification, I show that the result found in

Table 1.10 is robust.
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1.4.2 Heterogeneous Effects

I investigate whether the competition effects can be different due to different buyer in

order to guide my structural model choice in the later section. I use the specification

used in Table 1.10 column (1) to repeat the same estimation on different buyer and

car make samples.

Heterogeneity across buyers

Table 1.12 shows the effect of dealer closures on market share at different buyer

markets by incomes and locations. I used 5 digit zip code tabulated average household

income from the Census to divide the sample into a lower income group and higher

income group. The cutoff is $65,000 annual household income. We see that the effects

of dealer closure on surviving dealers’ market shares are very similar between lower

income area and higher income area, while the average market shares are 1.65% and

1.73% respectively in these two areas. On the contrary, the effects of dealer closure

are quite different between metro and rural buyers. The average market shares are

1.57% and 1.79% in the metro and rural buyer zip codes respectively. Therefore

the estimated result translates to a 5 percent share increase from a same make dealer

closure and 1.3 percent share increase from a different make dealer closure at metro zip

codes, comparing to a 9 percent share increase from a same make dealer closure and

insignificant share increase from a different make dealer closure at rural zip codes.

This indicates that when one dealer closes in the metro area, some consumers are

directed to a dealer of different make, but if the same thing takes place in the rural

area, consumers mostly will go to another dealer of the same make as the closing

dealer. Two mechanisms can explain this result. First of all, rural buyers may have

higher brand loyalty. Secondly, as most of the closing dealers are GM and Chrysler’s

who also have denser network in the rural area than other brand. It is easier to
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find another surviving GM and Chrysler dealers in the rural area than a Toyota

dealer. Therefore, Toyota dealer may not enjoy any demand spillover from a closing

GM/Chrysler dealer.

1.4.3 Where did the spillover go?

In the previous analysis, I estimate the average effect of dealer closures on surviving

dealers’ market shares and prices disregarding the location of closing dealers. In this

section, I further analyze the localness of a dealer closure spillover by interacting the

locations of the closing and surviving dealers.

I create three bands in the 30 mile radius of each buyer zip code. Band 1 covers

a range of 10 miles from the buyer zip code, band 2 covers the 10 to 20 mile range,

and band 3 covers the 20 to 30 mile range. The following specification is used:

ydzmt “
ÿ

i

βiN
same make in band i
zmt `

ÿ

i

αiN
other make in band i
zmt

`Dz ` saleyeart ` yearmakemt ` εdzmnt. (1.2)

This specification is similar to (1.1), but I interact the number of dealer closure to

closing dealers’ location from the buyer zip code. For example, N same make in band 3
zmt is

the number of same make dealer closures located between 20 to 30 miles from buyer

zip code z in the quarter t. I then run separate regressions on dealers locating in

different bands.

Regression results are shown in Table 1.13. Column (1) to (3) shows results on

surviving dealers’ locations in band 1 to 3 respectively. The first striking result is

that the demand spillover from closing dealers is very local. Column (1) shows that

when a same make dealer closes in band 1, only surviving dealers in band 1 enjoy a

significant market share increase among all surviving dealers. This is not surprising

because if there is another same make surviving dealer in band 1, buyers will be

reluctant to reach a same make dealer in band 2. Column (2) and (3) present the
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exact same results where only the surviving same make dealers in the same band as

the closing dealer enjoy a significant boost in market share.

The results on different make dealer closures on the other hand are not as con-

sistent. Column (3) shows that if the surviving dealer is in band 3, then a different

make dealer closure in all bands have a positive but not significant effect on its market

share. This is plausible because the surviving dealer is far away from the buyer and

thus enjoy less demand spillover. Column (2) shows that if the surviving dealer is in

band 2, then it enjoys a significant increase in share from both different make dealer

closure in band 2 and band 1, which is also consistent with the expected substitution

pattern. However, column (1) shows that a surviving dealer in band 1 will only ex-

perience increasing share if the different make closing dealer is in band 3. One would

expect that it should also benefit from different make dealer closure in band 2 or band

1.

1.5 Model and Estimation

Previously I empirically investigate the effects of dealer closures on surviving dealers’

market shares and prices. In order to measure the resulting changes in consumer

welfare, a structural model needs to be estimated. In this section, I present a demand

and supply model with spatial differentiation. Utilizing the transaction level data

with buyer and seller location, I model demand at individual buyer level and produce

maximum likelihood estimators.

1.5.1 Nested Logit Demand Model

I consider a three level nested logit structure to account for a richer substitution

pattern between different cars. By observing that car characteristics differ greatly

across different car types, I group the first level nests by car type to allow cars within

the same type to be closer substitutes between each other. The results from the
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retrospective analysis also show that same make dealers compete more intensely than

different make dealers. As a result, second level nests are grouped by car make, and

the third level are dealer-car combinations buyers can choose. A consumer i’s utility

by choosing a car j at dealer d at time t is:

Uidjt “ β1Xjt ` αPdjt ` γ1Distid ` γ1Distid ˚Hi ` β2Makej

`Dealerd ` ξdjt ` εidjt, (1.3)

where the error term is defined as

εidjt “ νitypejt ` p1´ σtypeqνimakejt ` p1´ σtypeqp1´ σmakeqε
1
idjt

Xjt contains the characteristics of the vehicle (which includes number of cylinder,

horse power, city mpg, fuel type, and vehicle size). Each consumer will be facing

tens of thousands of choices if I define choice alternatives at the make-model-trim

level. In order to make computation manageable, I aggregate all the trims to the

make-model level. Characteristics of each model then are chosen to be those of the

trim that generates the highest sales in the data. pdjt is the price of choice dj. As

I only observe the price a consumer pays for the car he purchases but not the price

he would have paid if he has chosen another car, I used the average price paid for a

specific dealer/make/model as the price consumers perceive for alternative dj. This

assumption is similar to the ones made in the previous literatures.9 Distid is the

distance between buyer and dealer. In order to test the hypothesis that buyers in

rural areas are less sensitive to distance compared to buyers in metropolitan cities, I

interact distance with a dummy indicating whether buyer i lives in a rural or metro

area. Makej are dummies for different makes. I also include dealer dummy Dealerd

in one of the specifications. Finally I incorporate ξdjt to capture all the unobserved

dealer-model specific characteristics.

9 Berry et al. (1995), Petrin (2002), Albuquerque and Bronnenberg (2012), and Murry (2014).
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εidjt follows generalized extreme value distribution with chosen νs and so as ε1idjt

(Cardell (1977)) where νs and ε1idjt are independent. σtype allows for the correlation

between choices in the same type nests, and σmake allows the correlation between

choices in the same make nests conditional on having the same type. As σk approaches

1, choices under the same nest k become closer substitutes.

The choice set for each buyer includes all dealer-make combinations within 60

miles radius of the buyer’s zip code. I do not observe each dealer’s inventory when

consumer i visits, I assume that the inventory includes all the make-model dealer

sold in that year. Market size at each buyer zip code is calculated as the total

population in that zip code from the census data divided by household car inter-

purchase time (7 years) following Albuquerque and Bronnenberg (2012). It is then

further divided by 3 to account for the average size of households. As a result,

in each buyer zip code market the number of people who choose outside good will

be population
21

´ total number of purchases in this zip code. Since I cannot identify the

utility Ui0t for the outside good, I normalize it to 0.

While this demand model setup is quite similar to what has been widely used

in the Industrial Organization literature, I discuss several reasons for choosing the

Maximum Likelihood estimation instead of Generalized Method of Moments which

is frequently used since Berry et al. (1995), Nevo (2000), and Petrin (2002). First

of all and the most importantly, I have individual location level for each transac-

tion. This detailed information has not been quite available in the previous empirical

literature on spatial competition. As a result, researchers have been relying on sim-

ulating consumer locations according to census tract’s population information, and

then aggregate these simulated people’s decision to the dealer level (or theatre, fast

food restaurants, etc.). Geographic market definition therefore becomes additionally

important as misspecifying relevant markets will result in inaccurate aggregation of
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those simulated consumers, which leads to inaccurate estimate of consumer’s prefer-

ence on distance. Because an accurate estimate on distance preference is the key for

my research purpose in estimating the effects of dealer closures, I decide to utilize the

buyer location information fully and define relevant markets around buyers. Secondly,

because I choose to define markets around buyers, a positive share of each available

dealer-model at all buyer zip code is not guaranteed. With many 0 shares, I can not

use the technique proposed in Berry (1994) to use the log of market shares which

then allows GMM estimation. Eliminating all the 0 shares also seem inappropriate

as I define the choice set based on the random sample. Thus I utilize the maximum

likelihood estimation that allows the existence of 0 share in the data.

1.5.2 Identification

In this section, I discuss the necessary assumptions made for identifying key parame-

ters of the model. I then introduce the control function approach in Petrin and Train

(2010) to correct for the potential endogeneity problem in the model.

First of all, I make the assumption that all observable car characteristics and

dealer characteristics are independent from the dealer-car unobserved characteristic

ξdj to identify all βs and γs. Nesting parameters σs are identified by the variation in

car shares, car make nest shares, and car type nest shares. Price variable however is

likely to be correlated with unobserved dealer-car characteristics. Buyers are willing

to pay a higher price for a car with good quality which is not included in the observable

characteristics. There can also be differences in the amount of local advertising that

affect buyers’ impression of certain car so that they are willing to pay more.

This endogeneity problem is commonly solved in the literature with instrumental

variables in the Generalized Method of Moment framework as in Berry et al. (1995). I

use Maximum Likelihood Estimation in this paper in order to utilize the transaction

level data, so the above method is no longer applicable. I instead use the control
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function approach proposed by Petrin and Train (2010). The idea is that I want to

separate out the part of ξdj that is correlated with price and the part that is not

correlated with price, I will then add the correlated part as an additional variable

in the utility function so that price is no longer correlated with the error term. To

be more specific, I assume price is additive in terms of observed and unobserved

covariates:

pdj “ δ1X ` δ2Z ` µdj, (1.4)

where X are observable characteristics included in the utility and Z are the additional

instruments that are not correlated with ξdj. Therefore ξdj can only be correlated with

µdj. I can then write ξdj as two parts:

ξdj “ CF pµdjq ` ξ̃dj. (1.5)

I then substitute ξdj in the utility function (1.3) with the right hand side in (1.5). Now

by definition, the error term ξ̃dj does not correlate with price anymore. The control

function can be very flexible and I need to make assumption on the distribution of

ξ̃dj. In this paper, I assume that the control function is λµdj so that λ needs to be

estimated together the rest of estimates in the utility function. I also assume ξ̃dj to

be 0 following Albuquerque and Bronnenberg (2012). This assumption can be loosen.

As in Petrin and Train (2010) and Villas-Boas and Winer (1999), ξ̃dj can also be set

to a standard normal error that is independent from the logit errors. A simulated

maximum likelihood estimation can then be implemented.

1.5.3 Estimation

In order to solve the price endogeneity problem in the demand model, I implement a

two stage estimation procedure.

In the first stage, I regress prices on observed characteristics and instruments. I

use instruments in the similar style as those used in Berry et al. (1995) and Murry
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(2014). Under the assumption that before setting prices, dealers and manufactur-

ers choose car characteristics endogenously to compete, I use competitors’ observed

characteristics as instruments. In addition, because of spatial differentiation between

dealers, I interact distance with competitors’ observed characteristics. More specif-

ically, I use the number of other dealers within 10/30/50 miles of radius, distance

to the closest dealer with same make franchise, sum of each characteristics across all

models of the same car type sold within a 50 mile radius of the dealer, and sum of

each characteristics across all models of the same car make sold within 50 mile radius

of the dealer as instruments. I then obtain the estimated residual from the first stage

regression µ̂dj and add it into the utility function.

In the second stage, I estimate the three-level nested logit demand model. The

probability of choosing car j for buyer i is

PrpC “ jq “ PrpC3 “ j|C1 “ type t, C2 “ make mq

ˆ PrpC2 “ make m|C1 “ type tq ˆ PrpC1 “ type tq.

I define τ “ p1 ´ σmakeqp1 ´ σtypeq and ν “ 1 ´ σtype, therefore each of the above

components can be calculated as:

PrpC3 “ j|C1 “ type t, C2 “ make mq “
exppηjmt{τq

ř

lPmake m exppηlmt{τq
,

P rpC2 “ make m|C1 “ type tq “
t
ř

lPmake m exppηlmt{τqu
τ{ν

ř

kPtype tt
ř

lPmake k exppηikt{τqu
τ{ν
, and

PrpC1 “ type tq “
r
ř

kPtype tt
ř

lPmake k exppηlkt{τqu
τ{νsν

1`
ř

all typer
ř

kPtype tt
ř

lPmake k exppηlkn{τqu
τ{νsν

,

where ηkjt includes all components in equation (1.3) except the logit error. I can then

estimate demand by maximize the log likelihood function

logL “
ÿ

i

ÿ

j

IijlogpPrij|data, µ̂j, β, α, γ, τ, νq,
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where Iij indicates whether this transaction takes place.

1.5.4 Supply Model

In this section I model dealers’ behavior. Since the purpose of my analysis is to

measure the effect of dealer closures, I ignore the vertical relationship between man-

ufacturers and dealers and assume that each dealer makes its own pricing decisions

independently from manufacturers. The supply model does not enter demand estima-

tion, but I use it to back out the implied marginal costs for counterfactual analysis.

The profit function for dealer d is:

Π “
ÿ

kPd

ppdk ´ cdkqr
ÿ

b

Mbsbdks. (1.6)

Dealer d chooses prices for all the car models it sells. I assume that dealer d can

choose only one price for all buyer zip code, since it is unlikely that the dealer can

know where this buyer comes from before the transaction actually takes place. I also

abstract away from a dealer-buyer negotiation process for the purpose of the research

question of this paper. Mb is the market size for buyer zip code b. We can see

that the dealer needs to take the locations and market size of potential buyers into

consideration when setting prices. Finally, I assume that dealers are competing in a

Bertrand-Nash game where they simultaneous choose their own prices to maximize

their own profits.

Marginal costs are derived from the first order condition from the profit function.

The first order condition of dealer d’s profit with respect to its price on car q is

ÿ

b

Mbsbdq `
ÿ

kPd

ppdk ´ cdkqr
ÿ

b

Mb
Bsbdk
Bpdq

s “ 0 (1.7)

Therefore, the implied marginal cost is c “ p` Ω´1
ř

bMbsmq, where Ω is the owner

matrix with the derivative
ř

bMb
Bsbdk
Bpdq

as entry. Since my demand model is a three
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level nested logit, the formula for Bsbdk
Bpdq

depends on the relationship between car k and

q with respect to car type and car make.

1.6 Estimation Results and Counterfactuals

In this section, I interpret demand estimation results on implied demand elasticities

of prices and distances. I then conduct counterfactuals on dealer closures by recal-

culating the price equilibrium with various market structure changes reflected in the

data. The effect on consumer welfare is reported.

1.6.1 Demand Estimates for New Cars

Table 1.14 presents the demand estimates for four alternative models, one without

control function and one with control function to correct for price endogeneity, inter-

acting with whether includes dealer dummies. We can see that the price coefficient is

overestimated when the control function approach is not included in specification (3)

and (4). In specification (1) and (2), the estimates for the first stage price regression

residual are also significantly positive, showing that it indeed captures the unobserved

characteristics that affect prices. Figure 1.7 shows the scatter plot and fitted line of

the predicted dealer shares average across all buyer zip code again those in the data.

The upper panel comes from the estimates without dealer dummy, and the lower

panel incorporates dealer dummy. We can see that the dealer dummy significantly

improve data fit, therefore I use the set of estimates with control function and dealer

dummy for the following interpretation and analysis. In addition, the predicted dealer

shares are slightly larger than those in the data, reflecting the fact that logit model

cannot predict 0 shares.

The signs of demand estimates are mostly consistent with expectation. Buyers

value the number of cylinders and horsepower while dislike larger engine size. A lower
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city mile-per-gallon is also preferred. Compact cars are less popular while large cars

are more popular. This is probably due to Iowa being mostly a rural area so that

people prefer larger cars. However, buyers do value hybrid cars. A dealer that has

multiple franchise or being in a rural area is also less popular. This is likely because

dealers sell less cars in the rural area due to the population density, and there are

more multiple franchise dealers in the rural area than in the metro area.

Distance estimate is the key estimate that decides the magnitude of consumer

welfare change in counterfactual analysis. I get a slightly larger estimate (-3.75)

compared to the -3.5 in Albuquerque and Bronnenberg (2012) for every 100 miles.

This translates to the willingness to pay of $197 for every one mile closer to the buyer.

Interestingly, the interaction between distance and rural buyer is negative, indicating

that rural buyers dislike distance more. This can also due to the way I calculate

distance as direct distance without controlling for road access. It is possible that

traveling the same distance requires more time for rural buyers because of a sparser

road network in the rural area.

Nesting parameter for car type nests is 0.437, indicating a significant correlation

between choices inside the same type. Nesting parameter for car make is 0.24, indi-

cating a weak correlation between choices inside the same type and make, but this

correlation is still stronger than that between choices inside the same type but of

different makes. Price coefficient is -1.90. These three coefficients govern the substi-

tution pattern in the data. which results in an average own price elasticity of -4.20

This is lower than the estimated -5.3 in Murry (2014) and higher than -3.2 estimated

in Nurski and Verboven (2013), but similar to -4.1 in Albuquerque and Bronnenberg

(2012).

Figure 1.8 shows the cross elasticity of Chevrolet Malibu at dealer A at the location

of the vertical line with respect to price changes of cars sold at other dealers. X-axis
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shows the distances between car dealers and buyer zip code 50003. Chevrolet Malibu

is of Sedan car type, and so as Honda Civic, Toyota prius, Chrysler Sebring. Toyota

Rav 4 and Chevrolet Colorado on the other hand are SUV car type. First of all,

we see that the dealer-car choices near dealer A at the vertical line have higher cross

elasticities than cars at further dealers. For example, the Chevrolet Malibu to the left

of the vertical line has higher elasticity than the Chevrolet Malibu at a dealer nearly

30 miles from the buyer zip code. This does not only apply to cars of sedan type. We

can see that the cross elasticity decreases as the distance from dealer A increases for

all car types, as the three Chevrolet Colorados in this Figure demonstrate. This is

unsurprising as a result of spatial differentiation. Second, from the nest structure in

the demand model, I expect that cars of the same make and style as Chevrolet Malibu

have the highest cross price elasticity, followed by cars of the same style and different

make and cars of a different style and make. We see that the order of cross elasticities

shown in this Figure is mostly consistent with this implication of the demand model.

The other sedans have higher cross elasticity than most of other cars of other type

at the same locations, while SUVs have lower cross elasticities. Nevertheless, there

are several outliers. For example, Honda civic, Toyota Prius, and Chrysler Sebring

near dealer A has exceptional higher cross elasticity than Chevrolet Malibu at the

nearby dealer while being in a different make nest. This is likely due to the fact

that calculation of cross price elasticity for nested logit largely depends on shares

and prices. See Appendix A.1 for the formula. These sedans with different makes

may be very popular at this buyer zip code, and therefore the effect of large shares

dominates the closer substitution created by the nesting parameter. With a similar

reason, Toyota RAV4 do not have the lowest elasticity in the Figure because SUVs

have higher shares than the sedans shown here.
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1.6.2 Implied Margin

Table 1.15 shows the implied marginal cost and price margin calculated from equation

(1.7). Implied margin is defined as the difference between observed prices and implied

marginal cost calculated from the model. The average margin across all dealer-model

is $6545, which is about $300 more than estimated in Albuquerque and Bronnenberg

(2012). Notice that the implied marginal costs here not only contain the actual prices

dealers pay their manufacturers, but only include the additional revenue that dealers

generate from providing services to the new cars they sell which is subtracted from the

actual cost. Therefore the margin is much higher than expected. In the Table 1.15, we

can also see that luxurious cars such as the cadillac brand has a higher margin than

the rest of cars. Foreign car makes enjoy slightly higher margins than the domestic

three. Larger cars such as Buick Enclave (SUV), Chrysler Town (Minivan), Honda

CR-V (SUV), Toyota Highlander (SUV), and Toyota Sienna (Minivan) have higher

margins than the smaller cars. However, we can see that the variation of margins

across car choices are still quite limited, mostly within the $5000 to $7000 range.

This is an unavoidable result of utilizing a nested logit model, where the derivatives

of shares with respect to prices only depend on a function of market shares,price, and

the nesting parameters.

1.6.3 Closing Dealer’s Selection

One of the critiques from SIGTARP (2009) is that the choices of closing dealers

lack clear criteria and fairness. I investigate whether GM and Chrysler are following

their stated criteria. GM uses criteria on profitability, whether being a multi-brand

dealer, and Buick-GMC dealership consolidation. Chrysler specifies its criteria on

desirability of location and profitability. I specify a probit model of GM and Chrysler’s

dealership closing decision. Table 1.16 presents the result from a probit regression of
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manufacturers’ closing decision on estimated profits of the dealer-make, the distance

of the dealer to the closest same make dealer, sales of the closest same make dealer,

whether the dealer also sells another brand, and whether a standalone Buick or GMC

for GM brand. We see that for Chrysler cars, a longer distance from the closest same

make dealer decreases the likelihood of closure, which is consistent with the criteria

stated by Chrysler. However, total profit does not have significant effect on Chrysler’s

dealer closure choices. As for GM, a higher total profit decreases the likelihood of

closure. Being a standalone Buick or GMC dealership increases the likelihood of

closure. These are both consistent with GM’s stated criteria, however, I do not find

a significant estimate on the dummy of whether the dealer is multi-brand, which is

one of GM’s criteria. Therefore there is some evidence that both GM and Chrysler

do no strictly follow their stated criteria when making their dealer closure decisions.

1.6.4 Counterfactuals

GM and Chrylser Dealer Closure

In this session, I conduct several counterfactual analysis to evaluate the effect of

dealer closures. From 2007 on, GM and Chrysler conducted significant dealer network

reconstruction. The reconstruction involves completely eliminating the Pontiac and

Saturn brand from GM, consolidating several single brand dealers into one dealer

that sells all brands under the GM group or Chrysler group, and eliminating dealers.

Therefore, I first conduct a counterfactual where only Pontiac and Saturn franchises

are removed. Then I include all franchises that are removed between 2008 and 2010

in the second counterfactual. In the third counterfactual, I decrease marginal cost

for GM and Chrysler with all dealer closures. Finally I remove GM or Chrysler

completely for the market place to evaluate the cost to consumers in the new car

market in the case of GM or Chrysler’s bankruptcy.

For the first two counterfactuals, I assume that the marginal costs stay the same
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for the surviving dealers as in 2007. With the new product market structure, I use

equation (1.7) to recalculate the Bertrand-Nash price equilibrium. In Table 1.17

column (2) we can see that the elimination of Pontiac and Saturn decreases the

average margin of surviving dealers for GM. Two mechanisms produce this result.

First of all, when there are less products in the market, this weaker competition

gives surviving dealer an incentive to rise price. However, at the same time, if a GM

dealer sells both Pontiac and other GM cars, there is an incentive for the dealer to

increase the prices on other GM cars in order to direct some customers to Pontiac.

Removing Pontiac brands removes this incentive, and therefore, prices can drop for the

surviving GM dealer-make. In the case of removing Saturn and Pontiac brands, the

second mechanism overweighs the first, and therefore GM dealer’s margin decrease on

average. It is a bit more surprising to find that the margin for Chrysler also decreases

when there is no dealer closure under Chrysler’s brand. Looking into details of which

Chrysler dealer decreases its margin, I find that only the Chrysler dealers who used

to sell Pontiac and Saturn brand under the same roof decrease their margins while all

the other Chrysler dealers increase their margins but at a smaller magnitude. This is

possible because dealers also differentiate by locations. A multi-product firm effect at

the same dealer can be larger than competition effect from a dealer further away. The

price effects on Ford and Toyota are very small while there are slight profits increase.

Column (3) shows results with no changes in price when Saturn and Pontiac close

down. Therefore this separates the effect of a reduced product space with spatial

differentiation from price competition. We can see that a reduced product space

alone decreases consumer welfare slightly more than that with price competition.

Price competition only reduces this consumer welfare reduction by 0.003%.

Table 1.18 repeats the above analysis with all dealer closures by GM and Chrysler

during 2008-2010, keeping dealer networks the same for all the other car manufactur-
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ers. We see that both GM and Chrysler are able to increase their price margin slightly

due to less cannibalization from same make dealers. GM surviving dealers enjoy a 9

percent profit increase while the total market share of GM decreases by 11 percent.

Chrysler surviving dealers enjoy a 14 percent profits increase with total market share

of Chrysler decreases by 15 percent. As expected Toyota and Ford also enjoy profit

gains but at a smaller magnitude. The last column in Table 1.18 recalculates the

price equilibrium by assuming that rural buyer does not dislike distance more than

metro buyers (setting the rural buyerˆdistance estimate to 0). I find that due to

the more intense competition fro rural buyers, the margins increase for all brands by

around 2 percent. Dealer closures still decrease the total market shares for GM and

Chrysler brands, but at a much smaller magnitude.

We also see from Table 1.18 that in 2007 total consumer welfare is $543.89 million.

The impact of massive dealer closures between 2008 and 2010 is evaluated at a $28

million consumer welfare loss, a 5% change decrease from 2007. Contrary to what

the opponent experts suggest in the SIGTARP report, rural consumers experience a

slightly smaller welfare loss due to the denser remaining dealer network in the rural

area.

If cost savings are realized according to the stated benefit of dealer closures by GM

and Chrysler, then consumer welfare may not suffer. I reestimate the marginal cost

using the same demand and supply specification on 2011 data, and find a 4 percent

decrease in average marginal costs among GM and Chrysler cars. I incorporate this

marginal cost saving with dealer closures, and find results in Table 1.19. While

marginal cost saving improves the margin for the surviving GM and Chryslers dealers,

and decrease the margins for Ford and Toyota due to lower prices from GM and

Chrysler, it is not large enough to compensate the loss of consumer welfare from

losing dealers.
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GM and Chrylser Bankruptcy

The U.S. government decided to bailout GM and Chrylser in 2009. According to U.S.

Treasury at the end of 2014, the auto industry rescue costed the government $9.3

billion.10 While this cost is compensated by saving all business in the automobile

supply chain and millions of jobs, I further evaluate the saving in consumer welfare

in the new car market. I close down all GM dealers in the data and recalculate the

price equilibrium for the remaining dealers of all the other manufacturers in order to

calculate consumer welfare loss in the case of no GM bailout. Results are presented

in Table 1.20 Column (1). I find that by closing all GM dealers, consumer welfare

in Iowa decreases by 110 million which accounts for 20% of the original consumer

welfare. Due to GM’s strong presence in the rural area, consumer welfare in rural

area suffers a 25% loss compare to 17% loss in the metropolitan area.

Column (2) presents the new equilibrium results when Chrysler closes down. Con-

sumer welfare only decreases by 7%, which is less than half of that for GM. We can

also see that Ford enjoys the largest profit boost in the case of GM and Chrysler’s

bankruptcy, which is the result of a strong substitution pattern between American car

makes and Ford’s intensive dealer network compared to the foreign manufacturers. If

the U.S. government decided not to bailout out either GM or Chrysler, the consumer

welfare loss is presented in Column (3). There is a 30% of total consumer welfare loss

which is larger than the sum of loss from GM exiting and Chrysler exiting, which is

the result of reduced competition from two major competitors. This is around $163

million consumer welfare loss in the state of Iowa. Assuming all the other state have

similar effect, the total consumer welfare loss across the country can easily exceed the

$9 billion paid by tax payers during the bailout.

10 The details are found in http://www.treasury.gov/initiatives/financial-stability/

TARP-Programs/automotive-programs.
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Comparison to the Retrospective Analysis

In order to show the above prediction on consumer welfare is credible, I compare the

price and share predictions from the structural model to the reduced form result in

Table 1.10. Recall that from Table 1.10, on average one dealer make closure increases

same make surviving dealers’ market shares by 7 percent, and different make dealers’

market shares by 0.6 percent. It further increases the prices of surviving different

make dealers by 0.075 percent and has no effect on the prices of surviving same make

dealers.

I run 63 counterfactuals in each of which only one dealer-make pair closes and

new price equilibrium is recalculated. These 63 dealer-make pair are randomly se-

lected among all dealer-make closures between 2008-2011. I then measure the average

changes in prices and shares for the surviving dealers in each counterfactual, and the

summary statistics are reported in Table 1.21. I found that the pattern in Table 1.21

matches that in the reduced form result: same make surviving dealers have their mar-

ket shares increased more than different make surviving dealers, and different make

surviving dealers have their prices increased more than same make surviving deal-

ers. I found that same make surviving dealers’ shares increase by 5 percent, which

is comparable to the 7 percent found in the reduced form results. Different make

surviving dealers’ prices increase by 0.06 percent compared to 0.075 percent found in

Table 1.21. However, I found that different make surviving dealers experience a 2.8

percent market share increase compared to 0.6 percent found in the data. This may

be caused by the different sample of closing dealers as in the reduced form analysis

I included dealer closures from all brands. While there are very few closures from

Toyota, Honda, and other brands, these brands have a higher brand dummy, and

therefore their consumers are less likely to go to another brands in the case of dealer

closures.
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1.7 Conclusion

In this paper, I evaluate the short term effect of dealer network reconstructing on

the new car market as a result of GM and Chrysler Chapter 11 filing in 2009. I use

reduced form regression method to estimate that on average a single dealer results

in an increase in market share of same make surviving dealers by 7 percent, and

different make surviving dealers by 0.6 percent. The effect on surviving dealers prices

is positive but with small magnitude. I then build a nested logit demand model at the

buyer zip code level taking into account of both buyer and dealer locations. Assuming

dealers are competing in prices and setting prices in a Bertrand Nash equilibrium,

I can calculate the implied profits of each dealers. I find evidence that GM and

Chrysler may not follow their stated criteria when closing dealers. I find that this

dealer closure episode results in a $28 million consumer welfare loss. Loss in market

share and consumer welfare are both larger in the metro area compared to the rural

area, contrary to the opposing experts’ worry in the SIGTARP (2009).

In addition, the predictions from the structural model match to those estimated

in the retrospective analysis. While one may think that a more realistic model is

to incorporate manufacturers’ pricing decisions in addition to dealerships’, the model

presented in this paper is good enough to predict market outcomes. It will be interest-

ing to see whether incorporating the vertical relationship can improve the prediction.

Furthermore, the analysis in this paper assumes no new entry and exit after this

dealer closure episode. When more data becomes available and state franchised law

loosens, one meaningful extension of this paper will be to study the dynamic entry

and exit decision of dealers and manufacturers.
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Table 1.1: New Car Sales of Top 35 Makes

Year 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
New Car Sales 71,118 67,646 57,000 64,145 72,597 79,048 74,513

Table 1.2: Franchised Dealer Numbers By Year

Year
Brand 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
Chrysler 85 76 74 59 58 60 57
Ford 111 105 101 100 95 97 94
GM 163 153 146 131 124 112 115
Honda 16 14 12 12 12 12 12
Hyundai 10 8 8 9 8 8 8
Kia 11 11 9 9 9 10 8
Mazda 8 8 7 8 7 7 7
Nissan 15 12 12 12 12 11 11
Subaru 6 5 5 6 6 6 6
Toyota 21 22 20 18 18 18 18
Volkswagen 6 5 7 6 6 6 5
N 454 428 393 360 357 337 326

Table 1.3: Sales per Franchise 2007

Selected brand Mean Sd Min Max
Chrysler 95.7 183.8 2 1596
Ford 84.9 140.5 1 1071
GM 121.7 216.7 2 2232
Honda 301.5 429.1 1 1643
Hyundai 137.7 137.8 7 479
Kia 171.4 308.1 1 1064
Mazda 50.1 46.0 2 143
Nissan 182.7 273.9 1 1093
Subaru 59.0 41.5 1 107
Toyota 481.1 672.4 14 2845
Volkswagen 72.0 63.5 1 171
Total 130.0 256.6 1 2845
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Table 1.4: New Car Sales Market Share by Makes

2007 2011
make share metro rural make share metro rural
Buick 4.059 8.777 Buick 2.766 6.657
Cadillac 2.394 3.180 Cadillac 1.822 3.629
Chevrolet 28.171 35.794 Chevrolet 27.278 32.229
Chrysler 4.754 8.518 Chrysler 4.910 9.077
Dodge 9.105 13.581 Dodge 4.919 7.987
Ford 18.563 22.896 Ford 24.192 30.391
GMC 5.253 10.339 GMC 6.602 10.946
Honda 8.825 7.062 Honda 7.616 6.113
Hyundai 5.313 4.956 Hyundai 4.758 4.202
Jeep 3.639 5.838 Jeep 4.490 5.805
Kia 6.225 6.831 Kia 8.592 6.916
Lincoln 0.914 4.049 Lincoln 1.108 2.544
Nissan 7.482 6.752 Nissan 6.200 5.113
Pontiac 2.500 3.699 Ram 4.016 6.405
Toyota 16.953 15.520 Toyota 13.614 10.964
Volkswagen 1.781 3.031 Volkswagen 2.195 3.479

Note: Dodge, Jeep, Chrysler, Ram make are all under Chrysler. Buick, Cadillac,
Chevrolet, GMC, Pontiac are under General Motor. Ram make was introduced in
2010, and Pontiac was discontinued in 2010.

Table 1.5: Multibrand Chrysler and GM Closing Dealers Count

Make single brand multi brand total
Chrysler 15 33 48
GM 45 28 73

Note: Dealers who sell different makes under GM or Chrysler are considered as single
brand dealers here. Two makes under the same auto group at the same dealership
are counted twice in this table.
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Table 1.6: Multibrand Franchise Dealer Count in 2007

Brand single brand multi brand total
Chrysler 81 124 205
Ford 76 50 126
GM 194 121 315
Honda 3 11 14
Hyundai 5 5 10
Kia 3 8 11
Nissan 3 12 15
Toyota 6 13 19
Volkswagen 1 5 6

Note: Dealers who sell different makes under GM or Chrysler are considered as single
brand dealers here. Two makes under the same auto group at the same dealership
are counted twice in this table.

Table 1.7: Annual Sales Before Close Down for Closing Dealers - Broken Down by
Makes

Make mean sd min max
Buick 14.3 13.0 2 42
Cadillac 4.7 8.2 1 32
Chevrolet 28.6 39.2 2 215
Chrysler 51.7 85.7 1 342
Dodge 33.9 45.5 1 177
GMC 19.3 29.1 4 109
Jeep 17.1 21.7 1 60
Pontiac 64.6 30.1 19 122
Saturn 168.8 233.7 3 572

Table 1.8: Annual Sales Before Close Down for Surviving Dealers - Broken Down by
Makes

Make mean sd min max
Buick 23.7 24.3 2 119
Cadillac 19.9 51.1 1 221
Chevrolet 109.7 220.3 2 1897
Chrysler 22.8 22.9 1 119
Dodge 60.8 140.0 1 1033
GMC 38.3 37.2 1 182
Jeep 20.0 51.5 1 339
Pontiac 64.6 30.1 19 122
Saturn 168.8 233.7 3 572
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Table 1.9: Distance Travelled for Rural and Metro Residents

mean median
Metro buyers 16.3 7.9
Rural buyers 29.4 20.9

Note: Unit is in miles.

Table 1.10: New Car Only 30-mile Radius

market share price margin

Decrease 0.0012*** -29.3903 -13.0263
(0.0002) (35.9004) (30.9895)

OtherDecrease 0.0001*** 19.5642** 12.6629*
(0.0000) (7.9610) (7.5831)

Dist -0.0013*** 4.5657 3.1946
(0.0000) (2.8301) (2.2914)

Constant 0.0281*** 36,334.1367*** -5,631.1580***
(0.0007) (1,414.7387) (1,899.5956)

Observations 79,948 82,028 82,028
Number of buyid 873 865 865
Adjusted R-squared 0.1711 0.6429 0.1653
buyer dummy yes yes yes
make-year and saleyear dummy yes yes yes
model dummy yes yes

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** pă0.01, ** pă0.05, * pă0.1

Note: Decrease is the number of closing same make dealers. OtherDecrease is the the
number of closing different make dealers.
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Table 1.11: New Car Only 30-mile Radius - Robustness Check

market share price margin

Decrease 0.0014*** -52.7543 -0.9561
(0.0002) (39.9547) (33.5959)

OtherDecrease 0.0000 17.4086** 9.3450
(0.0000) (8.2781) (6.9049)

Constant 0.0166*** 22,059.1631*** -2,189.3081***
(0.0013) (468.8680) (457.6508)

Observations 79,948 82,028 82,028
Adjusted R-squared 0.0227 0.6133 0.1187
buyer-dealer-make dummy yes yes yes
make-year and saleyear dummy yes yes yes

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** pă0.01, ** pă0.05, * pă0.1

Note: Decrease is the number of closing same make dealers. OtherDecrease is the the
number of closing different make dealers.
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Table 1.12: New Car Only 30-mile Radius - Buyer Characteristics Heterogeneity

lower income high income metro rural

Decrease 0.0011*** 0.0011*** 0.0008*** 0.0016***
(0.0003) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0003)

OtherDecrease 0.0002*** 0.0001** 0.0002*** -0.0000
(0.0001) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0001)

Dist -0.0012*** -0.0014*** -0.0012*** -0.0014***
(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0000) (0.0001)

Constant 0.0272*** 0.0289*** 0.0246*** 0.0312***
(0.0010) (0.0010) (0.0008) (0.0011)

Observations 40,669 39,279 35,891 44,057
Number of buyid 540 333 256 617
Adjusted R-squared 0.1334 0.2184 0.2240 0.1457
buyer dummy yes yes yes yes
make-year and quarter dummy yes yes yes yes

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** pă0.01, ** pă0.05, * pă0.1

Note: Decrease is the number of closing same make dealers. OtherDecrease is the the number of closing different make
dealers.
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Table 1.13: New Car Only Regression 30-mile Radius - Closing and Surviving Dealers Locations

band1 band2 band3
Decrease1 0.0237*** 0.0014 -0.0011

(0.0037) (0.0025) (0.0014)
Decrease2 0.0022 0.0094*** -0.0005

(0.0035) (0.0017) (0.0013)
Decrease3 -0.0021 0.0007 0.0052***

(0.0042) (0.0021) (0.0010)
OtherDecrease1 -0.0003 0.0008** 0.0003

(0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0002)
OtherDecrease2 -0.0001 0.0006** 0.0002

(0.0005) (0.0003) (0.0003)
OtherDecrease3 0.0011* 0.0007 0.0004

(0.0006) (0.0005) (0.0003)
Constant 0.0255*** 0.0271*** 0.0211***

(0.0079) (0.0028) (0.0022)

Observations 15,439 32,221 32,288
Number of buyid 540 761 778
Adjusted R-squared 0.2325 0.1179 0.0507

yes
Robust standard errors in parentheses

*** pă0.01, ** pă0.05, * pă0.1

Note: Decrease1 is the number of closing same make dealers in band 1. OtherDecrease1 is the the number of closing
different make dealers in band1. Similarly for the other variables.
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Table 1.14: Demand Estimates

Spec (1) S.E. Spec (2) S.E. Spec (3) S.E. Spec (4) S.E.
Number of cylinder 3.357 0.439 3.042 0.522 1.094 0.000 0.881 0.005

Horsepower 0.625 0.173 0.647 0.140 -0.339 0.012 -0.278 0.001
Citympg 0.118 0.103 0.076 0.171 0.095 0.002 0.089 0.028

Price -1.904 0.338 -1.901 0.237 -0.036 0.002 -0.053 0.010
Compact -0.525 0.112 -0.481 0.067 -0.283 0.020 -0.249 0.010

Large 0.121 0.063 0.129 0.065 0.184 0.002 0.161 0.023
Hybrid 1.475 0.263 1.553 0.328 -0.017 0.006 -0.001 0.037

Dist -4.521 0.185 -3.745 0.384 -4.477 0.003 -3.760 0.000
Dist*rural -0.413 0.040 -0.746 0.076 -0.429 0.010 -0.748 0.001

Rural buyer 0.375 0.083 0.421 0.105 0.389 0.015 0.427 0.003
τ 0.518 0.031 0.427 0.572 0.515 0.217 0.429 0.615
ν 0.638 0.429 0.563 0.162 0.625 0.001 0.568 0.225

Residual 1.915 0.296 1.895 0.217
Make Dummy (selected)

Ford -2.898 0.445 -4.299 0.532 -3.641 0.004 -5.094 0.003
Chrysler -2.703 0.444 -4.263 0.594 -3.691 0.006 -5.260 0.001

Chevrolet -2.767 0.400 -4.239 0.495 -3.401 0.001 -4.874 0.025
Nissan -2.734 0.437 -4.605 0.622 -3.480 0.010 -5.337 0.001

Volkswagen -2.135 0.481 -3.534 0.621 -3.458 0.001 -4.852 0.030
Toyota -1.925 0.442 -3.628 0.541 -2.880 0.018 -4.588 0.000
Honda -1.910 0.423 -3.657 0.545 -3.047 0.000 -4.769 0.000

Dealer Dummy No Yes No Yes
Log Likelihood 381393 372304 382188 373164
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Table 1.15: Implied Margin and Marginal Cost

Make Model Style MC Margin
Buick Enclave SUV 22566.39 7713.197
Buick LaCrosse Sedan 13800.59 6543.109
Cadillac STS Sedan 26451.37 8328.029
Chevrolet Colorado Truck 12539.71 5776.828
Chevrolet Malibu Sedan 10845.86 5891.482
Chevrolet Silverado Truck 20187.92 6192.034
Chevrolet Suburban SUV 27084.94 6096.543
Chevrolet Tahoe SUV 25180.23 6129.094
Chrysler Sebring Sedan 11738.06 6132.053
Chrysler Town Truck 15460.25 7744.875
Ford Escape SUV 15481.81 5692.927
Ford Expedition SUV 26062.04 5901.677
Ford Explorer SUV 19079.61 5841.257
Ford F-150 Truck 19998.35 6256.188
Honda Accord Sedan 14674.51 6408.629
Honda CR-V SUV 15509.94 7104.453
Hyundai Accent Sedan 6535.124 6219.817
Hyundai Santa SUV 14519.55 6928.479
Nissan Altima Sedan 13576.85 6538.008
Nissan Versa Sedan 8564.979 6260.914
Nissan Xterra SUV 16263.87 6269.221
Toyota Camry Sedan 14187.16 6318.053
Toyota Corolla Sedan 9012.233 6176.236
Toyota Highlander SUV 20257.92 7112.486
Toyota Prius Sedan 15895.32 6486.675
Toyota Sienna Truck 17024.72 7538.143
Volkswagen Passat Sedan 16772.92 6381.855

Note: These are the average across all dealers.
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Table 1.16: Probit Regression of Closing Dealer Selection

(1) (2)
Variables Chrysler GM

mincomp -0.0247* 0.0121
(0.0132) (0.0127)

multiple 0.0570 -0.2647
(0.2072) (0.1860)

totalprofit -0.0342 -2.1121***
(0.1976) (0.5087)

comp sale -0.0008 0.0007
(0.0009) (0.0004)

standalone 0.4938*
(0.2609)

Constant -0.2377 -0.8479**
(0.3400) (0.3300)

Observations 202 299
make dummy yes yes

Standard errors in parentheses
*** pă0.01, ** pă0.05, * pă0.1

Note: Mincomp is the measure of distance to the closest same make dealer. Comp sale
is the sale of the closest same make dealer. Standalone is 1 if the dealer is a standalone
Buick dealership or GMC dealership.
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Table 1.17: Counterfactual Results from Pontiac and Saturn Brand Closures

2007 remove Saturn&Pontiac no price change
GM margin 6522.46 -0.107% -

profit ($mil) 1.40 -2.943% -3.157%
share 17.76 -2.703% -2.815%

rural 17.62 -1.703% -1.816%
metro 18.10 -5.138% -5.193%
Chrysler margin 6747.87 -0.114% -

profit ($mil) 1.10 2.000% 1.636%
share 6.75 1.185% 1.037%

rural 6.72 0.893% 0.595%
metro 6.83 1.757% 1.757%
Ford margin 6050.40 0.038% -

profit ($mil) 0.88 1.473% 1.530%
share 7.70 0.909% 1.039%

rural 7.42 0.674% 0.674%
metro 8.34 1.679% 1.799%
Toyota margin 6751.51 0.048% -

profit ($mil) 3.81 1.553% 1.692%
share 5.62 1.068% 1.423%

rural 4.39 0.683% 0.911%
metro 8.52 1.643% 1.878%
Outside Good share 70.90 0.330% 0.358%
Total Consumer Welfare 543.89 -0.936% -0.939%
rural 185.41 -0.471% -0.575%
metro 358.48 -1.177% -1.128%

Note: Margin is the average margin across all car-dealer pairs. Profit is the average profit across all dealers, each dealer
profit is calculated as the total profits from selling all cars at the dealership. Share is the average share of the brand
across all buyer zip code.
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Table 1.18: Counterfactual Results from GM and Chrysler Dealer Closures During Reconstructure

2007 remove Chrysler no price change rural buyer distance
& GM closing dealers estimate set to 0

GM margin 6574.20 0.666% - -2.634%
profit ($mil) 1.40 9.000% 8.929% 14.714%
share 17.76 -11.661% -11.092% -1.971%

rural 17.62 -9.989% -9.478% 3.519%
metro 18.10 -15.525% -14.751% -14.641%
Chrysler margin 6791.06 1.579% - -2.345%

profit ($mil) 1.10 13.873% 15.545% 20.000%
share 6.75 -14.963% -12.889% -4.593%

rural 6.72 -11.940% -10.119% 2.530%
metro 6.83 -22.297% -19.473% -20.791%
Ford margin 6050.40 0.061% - -2.009%

profit ($mil) 0.88 8.409% 7.763% 11.986%
share 7.70 7.268% 6.883% 16.494%

rural 7.42 6.604% 6.334% 19.946%
metro 8.34 8.945% 8.273% 9.353%
Toyota margin 6751.51 -0.195% - -1.978%

profit ($mil) 3.81 9.208% 8.421% 12.775%
share 5.62 8.488% 7.473% 19.039%

rural 4.39 7.784% 7.062% 26.651%
metro 8.52 9.484% 9.155% 9.624%
Outside Good share 0.58 2.871% 2.627% -4.368%
Total Consumer Welfare 543.89 -5.240% -4.856% 1.108%
rural 185.41 -4.873% -4.587% 12.755%
metro 358.48 -5.430% -4.995% -4.916%

Note: Margin is the average margin across all car-dealer pairs. Profit is the average profit across all dealers, each dealer
profit is calculated as the total profits from selling all cars at the dealership. Share is the average share of the brand
across all buyer zip code.
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Table 1.19: Counterfactual Results from Decreasing Marginal Costs

reduce 4% marginal cost reduce 8% marginal cost
GM margin 1.329% 2.037%

profit ($mil) 23.929% 40.643%
share -0.563% 11.689%

rural 0.568% 12.202%
metro -3.260% 10.497%
Chrysler margin 2.186% 2.811%

profit ($mil) 26.764% 40.273%
share -5.926% 3.704%

rural -2.976% 5.952%
metro -13.031% -3.221%
Ford margin -0.140% -0.340%

profit ($mil) 2.260% -4.338%
share 1.169% -5.377%

rural 0.404% -6.065%
metro 2.758% -3.837%
Toyota margin -0.309% -0.425%

profit ($mil) 3.069% -3.515%
share 2.491% -3.915%

rural 1.595% -5.011%
metro 3.709% -2.582%
Outside Good share 0.245% -2.669%
Total Consumer Welfare -1.269% 3.310%
rural 0.044% 5.654%
metro -1.949% 2.097%

Note: Margin is the average margin across all car-dealer pairs. Profit is the average profit across all dealers, each dealer
profit is calculated as the total profits from selling all cars at the dealership. Share is the average share of the brand
across all buyer zip code.
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Table 1.20: Counterfactual Results in the Case of GM or Chrysler Bankruptcy

remove GM remove Chrysler remove GM Chrysler
GM margin - -0.04% -

profit ($mil) - 123.13% -
share - 74.50% -

rural - 76.31% -
metro - 70.53% -
Chrysler margin 0.89% - -

profit ($mil) 171.50% - -
share 110.35% - -

rural 117.45% - -
metro 94.68% - -
Ford margin 1.90% -0.07% 2.94%

profit ($mil) 184.71% 130.35% 234.59%
share 125.59% 83.58% 173.77%

rural 127.15% 84.55% 181.46%
metro 122.53% 82.02% 158.70%
Toyota margin -0.87% 1.16% 1.66%

profit ($mil) 94.00% 37.17% 97.98%
share 73.95% 35.54% 101.32%

rural 86.09% 38.55% 116.52%
metro 59.80% 31.88% 83.64%
Outside Good share 14.44% 4.64% 23.09%
Total Consumer Welfare -19.88% -7.05% -30.59%
rural -25.01% -8.85% -39.76%
metro -17.23% -6.13% -25.85%

Note: Margin is the average margin across all car-dealer pairs. Profit is the average profit across all dealers, each dealer
profit is calculated as the total profits from selling all cars at the dealership. Share is the average share of the brand
across all buyer zip code.
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Table 1.21: Average Effect of Dealer Closures on Prices and Shares from the Structural Model

mean sd min max
same make shares 5.0900% 8.4900% -11.7700% 22.0500%
different make shares 2.8100% 3.4100% -3.1100% 11.2000%
same make prices 0.0128% 0.2200% -0.5400% 0.5100%
different make prices 0.0592% 0.0825% -0.2300% 0.0825%

Note: I sampled 63 closing dealer-make pairs, and ran 63 counterfactuals in each of which has only one dealer-make pair
closing. The percentage change in price and share for surviving dealers after dealer closure compared to before dealer
closure is presented in this table. Standard deviation is across 63 counterfactuals.
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Figure 1.1: All Franchised Dealers 2007

Note: Underlying areas are all 5 digit zip code areas. Green areas are rural and red
areas are metro.

Figure 1.2: Chrysler Dealer 2007

Note: Underlying areas are all 5 digit zip code areas. Green areas are rural and red
areas are metro.
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Figure 1.3: Toyota Dealer 2007

Note: Underlying areas are all 5 digit zip code areas. Green areas are rural and red
areas are metro.

Figure 1.4: GM and Chrysler Closing Dealers from 2008-2010

Note: Blue Dots indicate closing dealers.
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Figure 1.5: Buyer Travel Distance in Miles

Figure 1.6: Sales Distribution by Location

Note: The size of circle indicates the amount of sales that took place
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Figure 1.7: Model Fit

Note: Each dot indicates the average share of one dealer across all buyers.
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Figure 1.8: Cross Elasticity

Note: It is the percentage change of share of dealer A’s Toyota Camry locating at the
vertical line to percentage change of price of the dealer-model shown as dots in this
figure.
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2

Do Consumers Respond to Financial Distress of Car
Manufacturers?

2.1 Introduction

During the recent U.S. economy recession from 2008 to 2010, the auto industry wit-

nessed the deepest crisis since the Great Depression with all ”Big Three” American

auto makers’ financial condition deteriorating to the brink of bankruptcy. General

Motor (GM) and Chrylser filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy in mid 2009 and were even-

tually bailed out by the U.S. government. Months before their filings for bankruptcy,

the Treasury announced its creation of the Auto Warranty Commitment Program to

provide assurance for vehicle buyers in the attempt to stabilize demand for the finan-

cially troubled American auto makers (SIGTARP, 2009). Hotchkiss et al. (2008) also

point out that financial distress and bankruptcy can lead to indirect costs such as

lost sales and lack of management attention on the business, which in turn worsens

the company’s financial condition. Both policy makers and academics believe that

consumers respond to their product providers’ financial conditions. In the case of

durable goods such as automobiles, a rational and forward looking vehicle buyer is
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expected to react to auto manufactures’ financial conditions, because in the case of

bankruptcy, warranties, after-sale service, and availability of auto parts will no longer

be guaranteed. However, there has not been much empirical evidence supporting this

hypothesis.

This paper documents evidence to the above question by using a unique data set

that covers all the used car purchases that took place at auto dealers in the state of

Iowa from 2007 to 2012. More specifically, I investigate how financial distress of auto

makers affects used car market outcomes that include prices, unit sales, and market

shares. The reason to focus on used cars instead of new cars is to reduce the concern

on reverse causality. While consumers may respond to their auto manufacturers’

likelihood of bankruptcy, impacting new car sales and prices, new car sales and prices

can also affect the likelihood of bankruptcy, because manufacturers mainly profit

from selling new cars. By using the credit default swap (CDS) spread as a measure

of public auto makers’ likelihood of bankruptcy, I estimate reduce form models and

find that price drops when the likelihood of bankruptcy increases. Total sales on the

other hand is unchanged for used cars out of warranty, but decreases for used cars

within warranty as the likelihood of bankruptcy increases. In addition, total sales of

used cars sold by independent used car dealers is unchanged but decreases for used

cars sold by franchised dealers. These findings suggest that consumers indeed respond

to financial conditions of auto manufacturers, and the reasons for such response are

likely to be worries of invalid warranty and loss of specialized service department if

bankruptcy takes place.

Hortaçsu et al. (2013) also investigate the effect of financial distress on used car

prices. The specification used in this paper follows theirs where identification depends

on high frequency variation in the data by including trim-week fixed effects. The

reason to use weekly variation is that consumer taste towards manufacturers can
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change independently of financial distress of the auto makers. This unobserved shift

in taste can then affect the calculation of CDS in addition to used car prices and sales

and cause endogeneity problem. By assuming this shift takes place at a much lower

frequency, fixed effect at weekly level can correct this endogeneity.

This paper adds to the analysis of Hortaçsu et al. (2013) in three ways. First of

all, in their paper they use prices from used car auctions assuming that the bidders,

usually car dealers, have full understanding of the actual demand of end-vehicle buy-

ers. Instead of using this indirect measure of consumer demand, I can evaluate the

effect of financial distress on the actual prices consumers paid for used cars directly.

Second, I have a full record of used car transactions, and therefore can investigate the

effect on sales and markets shares in addition to prices. While this paper comes to a

similar conclusion of consumers’ responsiveness to auto makers’ financial distress, I

do not find that the effect on transaction prices differ by used cars’ warranty status

as in their paper, but rather the warranty status differentiates the effects on sales and

market shares. In addition, I can identify whether a dealer is a franchised dealer or

independent dealer. This enables me to investigate the differential effects of financial

distress by these two types of dealers. This adds to their investigation of the reasons

for consumer response.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the auto retail

market and summarizes the data. Section 3 presents the empirical reduced form

models and results with a discussion of possible mechanisms that drive the results.

Section 5 concludes the paper.

2.2 Industry Background and Data

In the U.S., used car sales composes a larger portion of total vehicle sales compared

to new cars. According to Manheim.com (2013), there were 40.5 million used cars
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sales in 2012 compared to 14.5 million new car sales. Consumers can buy used cars

from registered car dealers as well as from individual car owners through private

transactions. There are two types of car dealers: franchised dealers and independent

dealers. Franchised dealers have signed franchise contracts with auto manufactures in

order to sell new cars and order new car inventory directly from the manufacturers.

Franchised dealers also have their own service departments inside the dealerships,

and have to meet the requirements manufacturers set in order to stay in contract,

which usually include intensive salesmen and service technician training. Independent

dealers on the other hand do not have any affiliation with auto manufacturers and

cannot sell new cars. Without manufacturers’ supervision, independent dealers also

can set their own training standards and frequently do not have their own service

departments.

Both types of dealers get their used car inventory from auctions, consumer trade-

in, and other dealers. However, only franchised dealers can sell manufacturer certified

pre-owned cars (CPO). CPO vehicles are usually carefully inspected and recondi-

tioned by manufacturers. Therefore they are usually under 6-year-old and 50,000

miles. In addition, CPO vehicles usually come with extended manufacturer warranty.

According to Edmunds.com (2014), CPO used car sales composes around 20% of total

used car sales at franchised dealers.

Following Hortaçsu et al. (2013), I use credit default swap spreads to measure

the probability of default for public auto makers. The reason for choosing this credit

derivative is that it is the most liquid contract and therefore is able to provide daily

variation. A buyer of CDS makes a series of payments to the seller, and in return,

receive payment if the reference loan defaults. Under risk neutrality, a 1000 base

point in CDS translates to a 10% probability of default.
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2.2.1 Data

Car data are collected from several sources. The first data set is the used car and

new car transaction data. I obtain a full record of transaction level vehicle sales data

from the state of Iowa from January 1, 2006 to December 31, 2013. It covers all

non-commercial cars that includes cars, SUVs, vans, and pickup trucks. Each obser-

vation in the data is a record of vehicle purchased by a consumer at a registered car

dealer in Iowa. For each transaction I observe the VINnumber, make/model/style/fuel

type/year, odometer reading, exact date of sale, net price paid, buyer 9 digit zip code,

dealer name, and dealer address. I match dealer names and addresses to the fran-

chised dealer franchise list from 2007-2013 from Iowa Auto Dealer Association to

identify whether a dealer is a franchised dealer or independent dealer.

I collect the second data set from Edmund’s API, which is the database supporting

Edmund.com. This data set contains information on car characteristics and true

market value calculated1 in 2014 at the squish vin level 2 for all car models built for

passenger use from 1998 to 2013. I match this data set to the transaction data by

the VIN number.

The third data set is the daily credit default swap spreads collected from Januarary

2007 to April 2012. I collected the CDS spreads for senior unsecured debt with 5 year

maturity for General Motor, Ford, Honda, Toyota, Volkswagen, Nissan, Hyundai,

1 The true market value is calculated by using the actual transaction prices for the specific squish
vin level vehicles across the country. Edmunds uses their own proprietary algorithm to further adjust
the average of transaction prices to better inform their users in price negotiation. This information is
useful because the net prices recorded in the vehicle transaction data may include trade-in value. In
order to eliminate the observations in which a trade-in is likely involved, I predict the ”true market
value” for each used car transaction at the time of purchase (instead of 2014). I then eliminate the
observations where the recorded net price is below 50% of this predicted true market value. This
eliminates 30% of total observations. In calculation of sales, these observations are still included.

2 Squish vin is the first 11 digits of the VIN number minus the 9th digit. The squish vin varies
around the trim level. In some cases, each different trim for a make model has a different squish
vin, and in others, several trims for a make model have a single squish vin number. However, a
make-model-year always has several squish vins.
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Kia, and Mazda.3 This data is then matched to the transaction data by date and

brands under these manufacturers.

2.2.2 Data Summary and Evidence

Table 2.1 shows the summary statistics for transaction prices, odometer readings,

indicator of independent dealer, and warranty status. We can see that the average

price paid for these used cars is $14,349 with a standard deviation of $6,938. The

average odometer reading is 50,970 miles and the average age of cars is 3.4 years.4

While these used cars are relatively young on average, less than half of the cars still

have valid warranty status. In addition more than 70% of the cars were sold by an

independent used car dealers. Tabel 2.2 and 2.3 show the distribution of transactions

by manufacturers and by mode year. We see that during the sample period from 2007

to 2012, model year 2008 and GM brand are the most popular.

Figure 2.1 shows the variation of CDS for five manufactures. As expected, foreign

car makers were very stable compared to their American counterparts. However, they

still have daily variation but at a much lower scale in comparison to the American car

makers. GM and Ford both experienced large scale changes. CDS trading stopped

for GM one month after it declared bankruptcy. From this figure, I anticipate that

most of the identification will come from GM and Ford’s CDS and price variation.

2.3 Estimation and Results

In this section I estimate the short run equilibrium effect of financial distress on used

car transaction prices, market shares, and unit sales. I further investigate the differ-

ential effects of financial distress between used cars with remaining limited warranty

3 Chrysler was not a publicly traded company during this period, so they did not have CDS spread.

4 Notice that the minimum of age can be negative because it is possible to sell a 2010 model year
car in late 2009.
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and without warranty, as well as between used cars sold by an independent dealer

and a franchised dealer.

2.3.1 Effect on Prices

The basic specification I use to estimate the effect of financial distress on prices is

LogPricejt “ β1CDSjt ` α1Odoj ` α2Odo
2
j ` ξjweek ` εjt. (2.1)

Each observation is a used car j sold on day t. The CDS value is for the corresponding

manufacturer of car j on day t, therefore, used cars with make GMC and Chevrolet

sold on day t will have the same CDS value because GM owns both makes. Used

cars with the exact same year-make-model-trim can vary significantly in their prices

by mileages. Mileages for used car inventory on the market in addition may reflect

consumers’ car replacement behavior that directly affects the aggregate demand in

the new car market, which is an important factor in determining the likelihood of

bankruptcy of the manufacturers. Therefore, I also include the odometer of the used

car at the time of purchase in the specification. Following Hortaçsu et al. (2013), I

include a make-model-trim-age-week fixed effect to control for heterogeneity in charac-

teristics across cars and the weekly aggregate demand or supply trend that potentially

affect the calculation of CDS. As a result, identification comes from comparing prices

of the same cars (same trim and year) as well as comparing changes in prices between

different cars as CDS varies within a week.

The estimation result for specification (2.1) is shown in column (1) in Table 2.4.

Consistent in sign and magnitude with the results using auction prices in Hortaçsu

et al. (2013), I find a negative effects of CDS on used car prices. More specifically a

1000 base point increase in CDS spread results in a 0.6% decrease in used car prices.

The average price in the sample is $14348, so a 0.6% decrease correspond to a $86

decrease in price. The coefficient on odometer indicates a 10000 miles increase in
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odometer reading can results in a 3% ($430) price drop, and this effect is concave.

The identification of specification (2.1) relies on the high frequency (daily) vari-

ation of prices and CDS. As Hortaçsu et al. (2013) mention that the high frequency

approach reduces the endogeneity problem because while consumers’ tastes towards

manufacturers can change, and this change affects both prices and the evaluation of

CDS, it only takes place at a lower frequency than daily. However, this approach

also relies on the very restrictive assumption that consumers react to daily changes in

manufacturers’ financial conditions. In order to ensure that the effect that I identify

is not mere coincidence of daily noises in CDS and prices, I relax the identification

to account for lower frequency variations. The results are shown in column (2) and

(3) in Table 2.4. We can see that the negative effect of CDS on prices do exist when

I only include trim-age-month fixed effect or trim-age-quarter fixed effect.

As Figure 2.1 shows that CDS spreads for foreign cars are relatively stable through

out the sample while CDS spreads for GM and Ford vary significantly, I expect that

the effect in Table 2.4 is mainly identified by GM and Ford. In Table 2.6 and Table

2.7, I repeat the exercise above with samples identified by different manufacturers.

The results show that the significant effect of CDS mainly comes from variation in

the sample of GM and Ford as expected.

Interaction with Independent Car Dealers

While there is a significant negative impact of CDS on used car prices, one would

expect that the effects on prices may be different between independent car dealers

and franchised car dealers. This is because independent car dealers have no associ-

ation with car manufacturers while franchised dealers have franchise contracts with

manufactures to sell new cars. Therefore a franchised dealer is likely to signal higher
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quality on their used cars and after-sale service. I use the following specification

LogPricejt “ β1CDSjt ` α1I
Independent Dealer
j ` β2I

Independent Dealer
j ˚ CDSjt

` α2Odoj ` α3Odo
2
j ` ξjweek ` εjt, (2.2)

where I Independent Dealer
j is 1 if car j was sold by an independent car dealer. The

results are shown in column (1) in Tabel 2.5. While the coefficient for independent

dealer indicator is significantly negative, I do not find significant difference in CDS’s

effects on prices between independent dealers and franchised dealers. I repeat the

same specification controlling for lower frequency fixed effect in Column (2) and find

similar results.

Interaction with Warranty Measure

As argued by Hortaçsu et al. (2013), the mechanism of CDS’s effect on prices is

through consumers’ consideration of whether the warranty will be honored. They

find the negative effect of CDS on prices to be larger for used cars within warranty,

because once the manufacturer goes bankrupt, the remaining warranty will be voided.

I follow their specification as follows:

LogPricejt “ β1CDSjt ` α1I
Under Warranty
j ` β2I

Under Warranty
j ˚ CDSjt ` ξjweek ` εjt.

(2.3)

The warranty dummy is defined to be 1 if the odometer reading and age are both

less than the warranty limits, and 0 otherwise. Table 2.5 column (3) and (4) present

the estimates. The coefficient for warranty dummy is significantly positive as prices

are expected to be higher for newer cars. However, rather than finding a significantly

negative coefficient for the interaction term as in Hortaçsu et al. (2013), I find an

insignificant positive coefficient indicating that the effects of CDS on prices do not

differ by warranty status.
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I then replace the warranty dummy with a continuous variable that measures the

ratio of remaining warranty. For a 36000 mile and 3 year manufacturer warranty,

this warranty ratio is constructed by taking the minimum of the portion of mileage

remaining in the 36000 miles limit and the portion of age remaining in the 3 year

limit. As a result, a one-year-old used car with 18000 miles is defined to have 50%

of its warranty coverage remained. The results are in Column (5) and (6) in Table

2.5. They indicate a negative impact of CDS on prices, which is consistent with

all previous specifications. On the other hand, the interaction term with remaining

warranty ratio is significantly positive. In Column (5), the coefficient of the interaction

term is -0.0049 while the coefficient of CDS is -0.008. This indicates that while all

used car prices drop as the manufacturer becomes more likely to go bankrupt, cars

with more remaining warranty suffer less price drop compared to cars with less. This

is consistent with the results in Table 7 Column (2) in Hortaçsu et al. (2013). For

used cars within warranty, the ones with lower mileage are affected less by CDS than

the ones with higher mileage. This can be explained by buyers’ expectation of the

value of warranty. For example, if a buyer expects to keep a relatively new used car

for two years, the buyer may expect a low probability of utilizing the warranty during

his ownership and thus perceives lower value on the warranty. As the car approaching

the warranty limit, however, it is more likely for the car to break down and thus a

warranty becomes more valuable. In this case, the buyer is more concerned about the

financial situation of the car manufacturer.

One explanation for the difference between my results and those in Hortaçsu et al.

(2013) is that their auction data only covers up to the end of 2008 while mine covers

through 2013. There were several major events in 2009 that may affect the result.

First of all, on March 29, 2009 the U.S. Treasury started the warranty commitment

program for GM and Chrysler. In the case of bankruptcy, the government will identify
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and pay an auto service provider to supply warranty services for GM cars purchased as

new during the restructuring period. Then, later in the year, Chrysler and GM both

filed bankruptcy under Chapter 11. In order to meet restructuring requirement, both

manufacturers closed down a significant amount of dealers which reduced competition

between dealers and could potentially affect used car prices. In addition, Toyota had

three major recalls from 2009 to 2011. The latter two events should not be problematic

because I am only using weekly variation for identification. The warranty commitment

program on the other hand may affect consumers’ decision to buy used cars with

warranty if consumers do care about warranty. I reestimate the above specifications

restricting the sample to be before 2009. The results are presented in Table 2.8.

The sign and magnitude of all coefficients are consistent with the ones from using all

sample, which ensures the different results in this paper from Hortaçsu et al. (2013)

is not driven by changes in market structure and government intervention.

2.3.2 Effect on Sales

In this section I estimate the effect of change in CDS spread on the equilibrium market

shares and unit sales of used cars. I further investigate differential effects warranty

or being an independent used car dealer may have on how CDS changes these two

market outcomes.

First, I regress unit sales on CDS. I use similar specification as in equation (2.1)

without controlling for odometer because instead of using each transaction as one

observation I aggregate transactions to a make-model-day level in order to count the

number of sales. As a result, each observation in the sales regression is the number

of sales of a specific model in a specific day. The result is shown in Table 2.9. The

coefficient on CDS is positive but insignificant when using the full sample. It is

positive and significant if I restrict the sample to be before 2009. The average sales

for observation is 6.6 unit per make-model-day. Therefore, the coefficient 0.167 is
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translated to a 1000 base point increase in CDS resulting in a 2% increase in sale.

Second, I investigate the potential differential effects by warranty status. I again

interact CDS with the warranty dummy but instead aggregate observations to a

make-model-warranty-day level in order to count the number of sales separately by

warranty status. The results are presented in Table 2.10, Column (1) and (2). We

can see that the coefficient on CDS is positive and insignificant, implying that there is

a slight positive effect on unit sales for cars without warranty. The interaction term

with warranty dummy has a significant negative value of -0.02. Since the average

sales across all observations is 2.4, it implies that a 1000 base point increase in CDS

spread results in 0.8% more decrease in sales for cars within warranty than that for

cars out of warranty. The total effect of CDS on sales of cars with warranty is negative

with a 0.12 p value. I rerun the above regressions with the log of market share as

the dependent variable. Result in Table 2.11 Column (1) shows that indeed while the

market shares for cars without warranty do not change as CDS increase, the market

shares for cars with warranty significantly drop by.

Last, I differentiate between cars sold by franchised dealers and independent deal-

ers. In order to do so, each observation needs to be aggregated to a make-model-seller

type-day level. Table 2.12 Column (1) shows that while the unit sales for independent

dealers increases slightly with insignificant coefficient, the sales for franchised dealer

decreases 0.06 unit more than that of franchised dealers, which is 3% of average sales.

The total effect of CDS on franchised dealers’ sales is -0.03 with p value 0.12. The

result from using log of market share as dependent variable is shown in Table 2.13.

It is clear that franchised dealers’ market shares suffer 1% when there is a 1000 base

point increase in CDS, while independent dealers’ market shares stay unchanged.

Since the proportion of used cars with remaining warranties among all used cars

is significant larger for franchised dealers, the above result can be mainly driven by
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the reduced market shares for used cars with remaining warranties shown earlier.

I show that it is not the case by dividing the sample into cars without warranties

and cars with warranties. Results are shown in Table 2.14 and 2.15, and we can see

that in both categories, franchised dealers are losing sales and market shares while

independent dealers’ sales are not affected .

As mentioned earlier, the Chapter 11 induced dealer closure and government’s

warranty commitment program may complicate the effect of CDS on market out-

comes. I restricted sample to pre-2009 for the above regressions with interaction

terms. I also reduce the frequency of data variation that the identification depends

on, so the model-day level fixed effect is replaced by model-month level fixed effect.

These results are presented in Column (2)-(4) in Table 2.10, 2.12, 2.11, 2.13. We can

see that while the magnitude of estimates vary slightly across these specifications, the

signs and level of significance are consistent.

2.3.3 Discussion

To summarize the above results, I find that when the manufacturer is more likely to go

bankrupt, prices decrease for all used cars. At the same time, I do not find significant

differential effects on prices by the used cars’ warranty status or seller type (franchised

or independent dealer). On the other hand, sales and market shares of used cars with

warranty decrease while those of used cars out of warranty are unchanged. Similarly,

sales and market shares of used cars sold by franchised dealers decrease while those

of used cars sold by independent dealers stay.

While the price drop for used cars with warranty is not different from used cars out

of warranty, only used cars with warranty lose sales and market share. If consumers

do not respond to financial conditions of auto manufacturers, sales and market shares

should increase instead of decreasing when prices drop. Therefore, these results in-

dicate that the demand curve shifts by CDS especially for warranty cars. This is
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consistent with the story told in Hortaçsu et al. (2013): an increase in likelihood of

bankruptcy decreases the value of warranty, and therefore consumers’ reserve prices

for used car with warranty drop.

In addition, the result on loss of shares for franchised dealers’ used car sales demon-

strates an additional consequence of increased financial distress. Franchised dealers

represent their manufacturers and have their service technicians intensively trained for

the manufactures’ cars. As a result, consumers perceive them as more reliable sellers

who are likely to provide higher quality used cars and after sale service. However, as

the corresponding manufacturer’s likelihood of bankruptcy increases, this reputation

of high quality of franchised dealers suffers. In addition, in the case of bankruptcy, the

high quality service may not longer exist as the dealership closes down, and therefore

the expected future utility from buying at a franchised dealer decreases. One may

suspect the decrease in used car market share and sales from franchised dealer can be

driven by franchised dealers’ effort to persuade their customers to buy new cars once

they think their franchise contract may be terminated. Therefore, in Table 2.14 and

2.15 I also add new car sales as an additional control variable to check this possible

mechanism. Results show that indeed new car sales has a significant effect on used

car market shares and sales. However, under this control, I still find a loss of sales

and market shares for franchised dealers’ used cars. As a result, I show that this

result is mainly driven the demand shift.

2.4 Conclusion

This paper examines how durable goods manufacturer’s probability of default affects

market outcomes in prices and sales in the final good market by studying the used

car market. I use high frequency data in credit default swap and used car prices

and sales for the analysis, and find that prices fell for all used cars, while sales and
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market shares fall for cars with warranty and sold by franchised dealers but not for

cars out of warranty or sold by independent dealers. More specifically, a 1000 base

point increase in CDS results in a $86 drop in prices, and a 0.5% and 1% drop in

market share for cars with warranty and sold by franchised dealers respectively. This

result is different from the previous literature studying the same industry with used

car auction data where they find auction prices only drop for cars with warranty.

However, the underlying explanation for this paper’s result is consistent with theirs.

Consumers are forward looking and take into consideration whether the sellers can

provide complementary goods such as warranty, specialized maintenance, and service

at the time of their durable good purchase decisions.
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Table 2.1: Summary Statistics for Prices Regression

Variables N mean sd min max

Price 233,432 14,349 6,938 2,500 150,991
Odometer (10,000 miles) 233,432 5.097 4.497 0 100.00
Age 233,432 3.410 2.863 -1 12
Independent Dealer 233,432 0.721 0.448 0 1
Warranty 233,432 0.391 0.488 0 1

Table 2.2: Sales by Manufacturers

Brand # of observations % of observations
Ford 109492 29.7
GM 172490 46.8
Honda 14112 3.8
Hyundai 9511 2.6
Infiniti 1307 0.4
Kia 9243 2.5
Mazda 4962 1.3
Nissan 15296 4.1
Toyota 25807 7.0
Volkswagen 6538 1.8

Table 2.3: Sales by Model Year

Model year # of observations % of observations
1998 5370 1.5
1999 13321 3.6
2000 19402 5.3
2001 20051 5.4
2002 27085 7.3
2003 28476 7.7
2004 33624 9.1
2005 38785 10.5
2006 39430 10.7
2007 48971 13.3
2008 44731 12.1
2009 17964 4.9
2010 15322 4.2
2011 12329 3.3
2012 3842 1.0
2013 55 0.0
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Table 2.4: Basic Price Regression

(1) (2) (3)
Variables week month quarter

CDS -0.0066** -0.0010 -0.0014***
(0.0026) (0.0008) (0.0005)

Odo -0.0343*** -0.0336*** -0.0334***
(0.0007) (0.0004) (0.0004)

Odo2 0.0003*** 0.0003*** 0.0003***
(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)

Constant 9.6274*** 9.6147*** 9.6147***
(0.0055) (0.0025) (0.0020)

Observations 233,432 233,432 233,432
Adjusted R-squared 0.8461 0.8120 0.7992
trim-age-week fixed effect yes
trim-age-month fixed effect yes
trim-age-quarter fixed effect yes

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** pă0.01, ** pă0.05, * pă0.1

Note: Odo is the odometer reading with unit 10000 miles. Odo2 is the square of Odo.
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Table 2.5: Price Regression with Interactions

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

CDS -0.0069*** -0.0018*** -0.0072*** -0.0021*** -0.0080*** -0.0023***
(0.0026) (0.0006) (0.0027) (0.0006) (0.0027) (0.0006)

Used -0.0163*** -0.0204***
(0.0022) (0.0014)

CDSˆUsed 0.0003 0.0005
(0.0005) (0.0003)

Warranty 0.0708*** 0.0653***
(0.0050) (0.0027)

CDSˆwarranty 0.0014 0.0007
(0.0011) (0.0006)

Warrantyratio 0.1546*** 0.1468***
(0.0082) (0.0046)

CDSˆwarrantyratio 0.0049** 0.0023**
(0.0020) (0.0010)

Odo -0.0340*** -0.0331***
(0.0007) (0.0004)

Odo2 0.0003*** 0.0003***
(0.0000) (0.0000)

Constant 9.6378*** 9.6278*** 9.4406*** 9.4347*** 9.4333*** 9.4264***
(0.0057) (0.0022) (0.0049) (0.0014) (0.0048) (0.0014)

Observations 233,432 233,432 233,432 233,432 233,432 233,432
Adjusted R-squared 0.8462 0.7995 0.8366 0.7869 0.8373 0.7874
trim-age-week fixed effect yes yes yes
trim-age-quarter fixed effect yes yes yes

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** pă0.01, ** pă0.05, * pă0.1

Note: Odo is the odometer reading with unit 10000 miles. Odo2 is the square of Odo.
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Table 2.6: Price Regression By Manufacturer

(1) (2) (3) (4)
sample GM Ford Honda Toyota

CDS -0.0066*** -0.0084 -1.7604 0.1943
(0.0024) (0.0130) (1.8243) (1.1257)

Odo -0.0343*** -0.0351*** -0.0254*** -0.0308***
(0.0010) (0.0013) (0.0071) (0.0040)

Odo2 0.0003*** 0.0003*** 0.0003*** 0.0003***
(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0001) (0.0000)

Constant 9.6138*** 9.6181*** 9.7366*** 9.7313***
(0.0097) (0.0181) (0.1244) (0.0745)

Observations 78,703 68,956 9,749 17,466
Adjusted R-squared 0.8631 0.8284 0.8900 0.8531
trim-age-week fixed effect yes yes yes yes

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** pă0.01, ** pă0.05, * pă0.1

Note: Odo is the odometer reading with unit 10000 miles. Odo2 is the square of Odo.
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Table 2.7: Price Regression By Manufacturer - Robust Check

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Sample GM Ford Honda Toyota

CDS -0.0012** -0.0033** -0.0457 -0.0380
(0.0005) (0.0016) (0.1178) (0.0981)

Odo -0.0324*** -0.0334*** -0.0322*** -0.0356***
(0.0006) (0.0006) (0.0022) (0.0016)

Odo2 0.0003*** 0.0003*** 0.0003*** 0.0003***
(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)

Constant 9.5866*** 9.6023*** 9.6536*** 9.7649***
(0.0033) (0.0040) (0.0129) (0.0090)

Observations 78,703 68,956 9,749 17,466
Adjusted R-squared 0.8254 0.7808 0.8086 0.7680
trim-age-quarter fixed effect yes yes yes yes

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** pă0.01, ** pă0.05, * pă0.1

Note: Odo is the odometer reading with unit 10000 miles. Odo2 is the square of Odo.
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Table 2.8: Price Regression Using Sample Before 2009

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Spec base use warranty warrantyratio

CDS -0.0106** -0.0120** -0.0118** -0.0137**
(0.0053) (0.0053) (0.0055) (0.0054)

Used -0.0143***
(0.0025)

CDSˆUsedw 0.0052***
(0.0013)

warranty 0.0680***
(0.0073)

CDSˆwarranty 0.0036
(0.0026)

warrantyratio 0.1592***
(0.0101)

CDSˆwarrantyratio 0.0122***
(0.0040)

Odo -0.0332*** -0.0328***
(0.0009) (0.0009)

Odo2 0.0003*** 0.0003***
(0.0000) (0.0000)

Constant 9.6060*** 9.6143*** 9.4320*** 9.4208***
(0.0075) (0.0077) (0.0073) (0.0070)

Observations 118,956 118,956 118,956 118,956
Adjusted R-squared 0.8632 0.8634 0.8557 0.8569
trim-age-week fixed effect yes yes yes yes

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** pă0.01, ** pă0.05, * pă0.1

Note: Odo is the odometer reading with unit 10000 miles. Odo2 is the square of Odo.
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Table 2.9: Unit Sales Regression

(1) (2)
Sample all before2009

CDS 0.0118 0.1665***
(0.0160) (0.0405)

Constant 6.6196*** 7.5283***
(0.0277) (0.0508)

Observations 368,758 196,385
Adjusted R-squared 0.8058 0.8057
make-model-week fixed effect yes yes

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** pă0.01, ** pă0.05, * pă0.1
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Table 2.10: Unit Sales Regression Interacting with Warranty

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Sample all before2009 all before2009

CDS 0.0184 0.0442 0.0143* 0.0431**
(0.0185) (0.0448) (0.0075) (0.0198)

warranty -0.5027*** -0.4592*** -0.4560*** -0.4221***
(0.0135) (0.0235) (0.0111) (0.0196)

CDSˆwarranty -0.0271*** -0.0395*** -0.0261*** -0.0364***
(0.0043) (0.0124) (0.0037) (0.0107)

Constant 2.5413*** 2.8055*** 2.5264*** 2.7879***
(0.0279) (0.0520) (0.0126) (0.0246)

Observations 157,926 74,914 157,926 74,914
Adjusted R-squared 0.3782 0.4111 0.4478 0.4696
make-model-week fixed effect yes yes
make-model-month fixed effect yes yes

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** pă0.01, ** pă0.05, * pă0.1
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Table 2.11: Market Share Regression Interacting with Warranty

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Sample all before2009 all before2009

CDS -0.0040 -0.0084 -0.0004 -0.0088
(0.0054) (0.0119) (0.0022) (0.0056)

warranty -0.1546*** -0.1221*** -0.1469*** -0.1174***
(0.0042) (0.0067) (0.0036) (0.0059)

CDSˆwarranty -0.0048*** -0.0101*** -0.0045*** -0.0097***
(0.0012) (0.0033) (0.0011) (0.0029)

Constant -4.9820*** -5.2126*** -4.9907*** -5.2146***
(0.0082) (0.0139) (0.0038) (0.0070)

Observations 157,926 74,914 157,926 74,914
Adjusted R-squared 0.4565 0.4056 0.4816 0.4307
make-model-week fixed effect yes yes
make-model-month fixed effect yes yes

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** pă0.01, ** pă0.05, * pă0.1
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Table 2.12: Unit Sales Regression Interacting with Franchised Dealer

Sample all before2009 all before2009

CDS 0.0283 0.0586 0.0216*** 0.0585***
(0.0183) (0.0439) (0.0076) (0.0189)

fran -1.1798*** -1.4769*** -1.0800*** -1.3650***
(0.0128) (0.0217) (0.0104) (0.0180)

CDSˆfran -0.0577*** -0.0776*** -0.0571*** -0.0759***
(0.0040) (0.0110) (0.0034) (0.0095)

Constant 2.6259*** 2.9530*** 2.6033*** 2.9158***
(0.0274) (0.0505) (0.0125) (0.0232)

Observations 163,101 78,296 163,101 78,296
Adjusted R-squared 0.4034 0.4309 0.4682 0.4876
make-model-week fixed effect yes yes
make-model-month fixed effect yes yes

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** pă0.01, ** pă0.05, * pă0.1

Note: Fran variable is an indicator for franchised car dealers.
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Table 2.13: Market Share Regression Interacting with Independent Dealer

Sample all before2009 all before2009

CDS 0.0002 -0.0074 0.0021 -0.0039
(0.0050) (0.0108) (0.0021) (0.0052)

fran -0.3876*** -0.4492*** -0.3678*** -0.4275***
(0.0037) (0.0058) (0.0032) (0.0050)

CDSˆfran -0.0136*** -0.0177*** -0.0136*** -0.0183***
(0.0010) (0.0027) (0.0009) (0.0024)

Constant -4.9639*** -5.1743*** -4.9731*** -5.1851***
(0.0076) (0.0125) (0.0035) (0.0063)

Observations 163,101 78,296 163,101 78,296
Adjusted R-squared 0.5059 0.4481 0.5243 0.4677
make-model-week fixed effect yes yes
make-model-month fixed effect yes yes

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** pă0.01, ** pă0.05, * pă0.1

Note: Fran variable is an indicator for franchised car dealers.
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Table 2.14: Unit Sales Regression Interacting with Independent Dealer - Dividing Sample by Warranty Status

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Sample No Warranty No Warranty before2009 Warranty Warranty before2009

CDS 0.0280 0.0704 0.0082 -0.0053
(0.0191) (0.0473) (0.0193) (0.0405)

fran -1.2634*** -1.6071*** -0.2653*** -0.4067***
(0.0144) (0.0256) (0.0130) (0.0200)

CDSˆfran -0.0443*** -0.0658*** -0.0150*** -0.0094
(0.0041) (0.0122) (0.0037) (0.0092)

newmodelsales 0.0318*** 0.0353*** 0.0836*** 0.1054***
(0.0044) (0.0066) (0.0059) (0.0091)

Constant 2.3120*** 2.6045*** 1.5920*** 1.7759***
(0.0307) (0.0579) (0.0324) (0.0502)

Observations 116,636 52,709 77,674 41,738
Adjusted R-squared 0.3103 0.3425 0.1821 0.2340
make-model-week fixed effect yes yes yes yes

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** pă0.01, ** pă0.05, * pă0.1
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Table 2.15: Market Share Regression Interacting with Independent Dealer - Dividing Sample by Warranty Status

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Sample No Warranty No Warranty before2009 Warranty Warranty before2009

CDS 0.0007 -0.0051 -0.0033 -0.0220
(0.0060) (0.0135) (0.0074) (0.0155)

fran -0.4637*** -0.5538*** -0.1216*** -0.1733***
(0.0047) (0.0077) (0.0053) (0.0076)

CDSˆfran -0.0124*** -0.0211*** -0.0057*** -0.0039
(0.0013) (0.0036) (0.0015) (0.0035)

newmodelsales -0.0098*** -0.0091*** 0.0059*** 0.0088***
(0.0010) (0.0014) (0.0013) (0.0017)

Constant -4.9988*** -5.2112*** -5.2830*** -5.4745***
(0.0095) (0.0165) (0.0117) (0.0181)

Observations 116,636 52,709 77,674 41,738
Adjusted R-squared 0.4651 0.3951 0.4014 0.2652
make-model-week fixed effect yes yes yes yes

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** pă0.01, ** pă0.05, * pă0.1
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Figure 2.1: CDS

Note: CDS for GM discontinued after July 1 2009 due to bankruptcy.
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3

Airline Mergers and the Potential Entry Defense

3.1 Introduction

This paper explores the role of new entry in constraining market power after mergers.

In a number of cases, including several involving airlines, mergers that have signifi-

cantly increased concentration in already concentrated markets have been permitted

because it is believed that new entry is sufficiently easy that the merging parties would

not find it profitable to significantly raise prices above pre-merger levels. For example,

the Department of Transportation approved TWA’s 1986 acquisition of Ozark based

on the argument that new entry would constrain prices (see Nannes (2000)). More

recently, in 2011, the Department of Justice supported its decision not to challenge

the merger between Southwest and AirTran by citing the possibility of new entry by

non-merging parties onto routes previously served by each of the two airlines. Sim-

ilar ‘potential entry defenses’ have led to the approval of mergers that would have

greatly increased concentration, given the pre-merger market structure, in industries

as varied as supermarkets, film processing and oil services in both the United States

and Europe (Bergman (2003)) and Section 9 of the 2010 Horizontal Merger Guide-
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lines makes clear that a merger can be approved if the authorities believe that, if the

merger is anti-competitive, new entry would be likely, within a relatively short (1-2

year) time horizon, and sufficient to keep prices at or below pre-merger levels.1

As argued by Schmalensee (1987), one should be careful before concluding that

mergers will not harm consumers because new entry appears to be easy. In particular,

one needs to understand how attractive entry is likely to be to potential entrants who

are not already in the market as these firms may differ in systematic ways from firms

are already in the market, such as the merging parties. Unfortunately, the possibility

that these differences may exist has not been recognized in the existing literature on

mergers with entry. For example, Werden and Froeb (1998), Cabral (2003) or Spector

(2003), who use static models, or Marino and Zabojnik (2006), who analyze dynamic

endogenous merger formation, assume that potential entrants will have similar costs

and qualities to the firms that are already in the market. 2

A simple example illustrates the effect of this type of assumption. Suppose that

there is a set of symmetric potential entrants into an industry, that the nature of

competition (e.g., Cournot or Bertrand Nash) implies a unique equilibrium given a

number of entrants and that the level of fixed costs implies that the unique equilibrium

number of entrants is N˚. If a merger takes place between two incumbents and does

not produce quality or marginal cost improvements (synergies), it is natural to expect

1 The Guidelines argue that (p. 28) “a merger is not likely to enhance market power if entry into
the market is so easy that the merged firm and its remaining rivals in the market, either, unilaterally
or collectively, could not profitably raise price or otherwise reduce competition compared to the level
that would prevail in the absence of the merger.” A standard rule of thumb for the horizon over
which such entry is considered is approximately 2 years (McDonald (2005)).

2 Gowrisankaran (1999) considers a computational dynamic model with endogenous mergers. In
his model all potential entrants are ex ante identical when they decide to enter so there is no explicit
notion of an entry process that selects the best firms (e.g., those with better product qualities, or
lower marginal or fixed costs) in the market. However, because firms’ characteristics can evolve
post entry, and the firms that do best are more likely to survive (i.e., there is selection in the exit
process), the potential entrants at the time that the merger takes place will tend to look weaker
than the firms currently in the industry.
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that after the merger another firm will enter replacing the lost competitor, so that

the number of firms is once again equal to N˚, restoring the pre-merger equilibrium.

On the other hand, suppose that the initial set of potential entrants is heterogenous

(e.g., they have different marginal costs or product qualities). Then most plausible

entry processes will likely result in the best firms entering, so that the remaining

potential entrants when the merger takes place are relatively weak. If all of the

remaining potential entrants have lower quality, or higher marginal or fixed costs

than the incumbents, then the merger may not trigger new entry even if there are no

synergies. Even if new entry does restore the number of firms in the market to N˚,

if these entrants have lower quality of higher marginal costs, prices may be higher in

the post-merger equilibrium. An alternative way of viewing the problem is that when

potential entrants are weaker than incumbents, anti-competitive mergers, or ones with

only small synergies, are more likely to be profitable, implying that the authorities

may need to be more skeptical about the set of mergers that will be proposed when

entry is selective 3.

The primary contribution of our paper is to develop an estimable entry model

that allows for selection on at least three dimensions (product quality, marginal costs

and entry/fixed costs), which can be used to analyze the effects of both observed and

hypothetical mergers on consumer welfare, allowing for additional potential entry.

Following the Guidelines, our estimated model can be used to assess the likelihood

and sufficiency of post-merger entry. In doing so, we extend the empirical literature

that tries to understand and predict the effects of mergers, most of which has focused

on the case where the set of non-merging competitors and products is held fixed (e.g.,

Nevo (2000)).

Our second contribution is to provide an empirical analysis of what happens after

3 Bougette et al. (2013) empirically find that after the merger between US Airway and American
West in 2005, routes with ex ante greater competition concerns indeed do not show increasing entry.
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large mergers in the airline industry, considering both prices and entry. Since the

industry’s deregulation a large number of mergers have been proposed and consum-

mated. Because markets, defined as city-city or airport-airport pair routes, are often

highly concentrated with the merging parties as the only competitors on a significant

proportion of them, arguments about the viability of new entry have always played

a role in analyzing these mergers and their potential anti-competitive effects. In

many cases regulators have viewed entry as sufficiently straightforward, at least for

the carriers already active at the route’s endpoints, that mergers have been approved

despite their effects on concentration. In other cases, the perception of higher entry

barriers at congested or slot-constrained airports has led to mergers being challenged

and prohibited (e.g., United-US Airways) or only approved following significant di-

vestitures of slots that other carriers can use to enter (e.g., United-Continental or

Eastern-Texas Air).4 However, there has been relatively little explicit focus on the

questions of whether potential entrants will be as effective competitors as those firms

already in the market, which is surprising given that observed outcomes at the route

level are rarely consistent with the idea that all firms are symmetric. We show that

our model that allows for asymmetries, which are considered by firms when they de-

cide whether to enter, can explain two observed stylized facts about what happens

after mergers. First, prices on the most affected routes tend to rise, a pattern which

we show holds after recent mergers. This is consistent with the results in two re-

cent papers Luo (2013) and Lee (2010) which specifically document the price effect

of Delta/Northwest merger in 2008, as well as with those which have been the sub-

ject of previous empirical analysis (Borenstein (1990), Kim and Singal (1993), Peters

4 In its recent challenge of the potential merger between American Airlines and US Airways, the
Department of Justice cites their concern, among others, that new post-merger entry by competing
airlines may be difficult at slot-constrained airports like Washington National. Snider and Williams
(2011) use a regression discontinuity approach to find that indeed price declined after reducing entry
barrier after AIR-21 reform, which was mainly driven by entry of low cost carriers.
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(2006)). Second, entry, especially by carriers offering non-stop service, is very limited

even where slot constraints are absent.

Our model consists of a two-stage game where, in the first stage, a set of carriers

decide whether to enter the market and, if they enter, which type of service (direct or

connecting) to offer. As both our summary statistics and estimates show, connecting

service is usually a poor substitute for direct service, especially on shorter routes, and

allowing for this service heterogeneity is important, even though it has often been

ignored in the empirical entry literature, because post-merger entry in the markets

we look at has usually taken the form of connecting service. In the second stage, the

entrants compete on prices given a standard differentiated products demand system.

Critically, we allow for firms to differ in their marginal costs and product qualities,

based on both observed variables and unobserved heterogeneity, which are features

that will affect the profits of other firms in the second-stage competition, as well as

fixed costs. We assume that firms know both their own and competitors’ costs and

qualities when they take their entry decisions, and it is this informational assumption,

combined with heterogeneity, that leads to selection in the entry process.

Our specification therefore differs in some important ways from the classic airline

entry models of Berry (1992) and Ciliberto and Tamer (2009).5 In those papers, a

firm’s payoff from entering is an additively separable function of the carrier’s own

characteristics, competition effects (reflecting the entry decisions of other firms), and

an idiosyncratic error term. In such a specification, the observed or unobserved factors

that affect one firm’s entry decision do not affect the profitability of other firms, so

that it is natural to consider them as factors only affecting entry or fixed costs. On

the other hand, it is clear that one needs a lot of heterogeneity in both qualities and

5 There is also a recent airline entry paper Ciliberto and Zhang (2014) that compares 3 type of
repeated static entry models (simultaneous move, sequential move, and sequential move with entry
deterrence investments) and find that the model with entry deterrence investment fit the data the
best.
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marginal costs, which will affect the profitability of other firms, in order to explain the

market shares and prices observed in the data. Allowing for heterogeneity in qualities

or marginal costs also allows us to explain observed entry patterns without necessarily

estimating implausibly high levels of unobserved heterogeneity in fixed or entry costs

(for example, one might expect carriers to have similar costs of acquiring additional

gate capacity), as has often be found in the empirical entry literature. We also avoid

making the assumption that unobserved heterogeneity in qualities or marginal costs

are unknown at the time when entry decisions are taken (e.g., Eizenberg, 2011), an

assumption that limits the scope for there to be selective entry.

We estimate our model using price, quantity and entry decision data for the second

quarter of 2005 for airport-to-airport markets between the top 80 airports by enplane-

ment. We focus on these markets because they cover all the hub-to-hub markets. Hub

airport-pair markets have been the focus of concern in recent airline merger cases.

For example, all of the markets identified in the Government Accountability United

States Government Accountability Office (2010) report on the United-Continental

merger as being of most concern linked a United hub with a Continental hub (e.g.,

Denver and Houston’s George Bush Intercontinental), because usually the two hub

carriers have a dominant position on the route, so that mergers would tend to result

in situations close to monopoly based on pre-merger market shares. In addition, for

hub airport-pair markets almost all carriers serve both the endpoints, which is usu-

ally how the set of potential entrants who could enter in the short-run are identified

in airline markets, one might expect that new entry would provide a constraint on

post-merger market power if the potential entrants and the incumbent carriers were

approximately symmetric. These markets are therefore very natural ones to think

about the types of asymmetry/heterogeneity and selection that our model allows for.

On the other hand, we do not only constrain our sample to the hub-to-hub markets
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so that we allow a reasonable variation on the number of potential entrants. The

number of potential entrants in our sample ranges from two to nine, which facilitates

the identification of the entry model. 6

Estimating a combined entry-and-competition model that allows for wide-ranging

carrier heterogeneity leads us to use a new estimation methodology. In particular,

we build off our earlier and on-going work estimating models of selective entry into

first and second price auctions (Bhattacharya et al. (2013); Roberts and Sweeting

(2013a,b)) by using a method of simulated moments estimator where importance

sampling is used to calculate the moments (a method proposed by Ackerberg (2009)).

In practice, this means that we solve a very large number of games for different

parameters (in our case, different quality and cost draws for each of the potential

entrants) once, and then re-weight the outcomes of these games to calculate the

simulated moments when estimating the parameters of the distributions from which

the qualities and costs are drawn. Without this type of approach estimation of a model

with a large number of potential entrants (we allow up to nine by aggregating smaller

carriers), multiple product type choices (direct, connecting) and a fully specified

model of post-entry competition (required to do interesting counterfactuals) would

not be feasible. 7

While we believe that our model significantly extends the literature on empirical

entry models and our understanding of airline mergers, we also acknowledge some of

6 Berry and Tamer (2006) discuss how variation in the number of potential entrants can play an
important role in the identification of the parameters in entry models, and previous work such as
Berry (1992) and Ciliberto and Tamer (2009) has even used a broader cross-section of medium and
large markets, with more variation in the number of potential entrants. We discuss identification in
Section 3.4.1 below.

7 Ellickson and Misra (2012) consider a two-step selection correction method for estimating a
discrete choice game with selection using outcome data. However, as they note, the viability of this
method depends on the outcome equations, such as the grocery store revenue equation that they
specify, being a simple linear function. In contrast, Nash equilibrium prices and market shares in a
model with differentiated products and standard forms of demand, such as logit, will not be linear.
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its limitations. First, like most of the existing literature, we do not have an explicit

model of airlines’ network choice. Aguirregabiria and Ho (2012) explicitly estimate

a game of network competition where entry into a city-pair generates profits over all

non-stop and one-stop routes among 55 cities in the U.S. that include this city-pair as

a segment. They find that the airline with a small number connections in an airport

have to pay a large entry cost. However, they do not model heterogeneity in qualities

and costs among different carriers. Instead, in order to model a richer heterogeneity

we focus on entry at the route level, conditioning on airlines’ presence/network at

the endpoints. While not explicitly modeling network competition, we do construct a

connecting traffic variable for hub airports and allow this variable to affect the actual

entry fixed cost for direct service to partly reflect how network considerations affect

entry choices. One might be concerned that the large airport-airport markets that

we analyze play a more important role in airline networks than other routes, so that

this would be an even greater simplification for us than other authors. But the data

indicate that this is not the case. For example, on average, 60% of people traveling

on planes between hub airports are on journeys that only include this segment, which

is almost exactly the same as on other routes. 8

Second, our model is static. Including the types of persistent asymmetry that

we are interested in within a dynamic model is an important direction for future

research, but we believe that a static model is an appropriate simplification given

merger policy’s focus on the immediate period following a merger’s consummation

(usually up to 2 years). During this period of time, for example, the basic hub

8 For domestic travel, the large number of destinations that can be reached from each hub often
precludes the need to travel indirectly via another hub. On the other hand, people may travel
to another airline’s hub in order to travel on their preferred carrier (for example, someone who
was flying from Madison, WI to New York might choose to fly via Chicago if they were a United
frequent flyer – before the United/Continental merger – and so would have traveled from Chicago to
New York, one of the routes in our data), and hub-hub routes do play an important role in airlines
international networks, as they may only serve international destinations from a subset of their hubs.
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configurations of the carriers are likely to remain similar, even if the merger leads to

some locations losing hub status in the long-run. We interpret our results as being

complementary to the analysis of Benkard et al. (2010) who model dynamics entry

game with static price competition, but only allows carriers to choose route entry

instead of the type of services they provide once having the network, and again do

not try to model the types of selection that interest us.

Third, and perhaps most importantly, we model carriers as choosing prices in the

second stage game rather than capacities, flight frequencies or other quality measures,

which are likely to be valued by customers. Therefore, we are not able to measure the

effect of mergers on quality provision. There is a growing literature on endogenous

product (quality) choice in oligopoly competition (e.g., Fan (2013)). For the airline

industry Lee (2013) models carriers’ decisions in a sequential two-stage game, in

the first stage carriers chooses product qualities including flight frequency and on-

time performance among others, and then in the second stage, carriers compete in

prices. He finds greater product differentiation for merged firms after merger, which

results in smaller price increase compared to that predicted by models without quality

choice. Several retrospective studies also document airline merger’s effect on product

qualities. Chen and Gayle (2013) use the ratio of nonstop flight distance to the ticket

itinerary flight distance between origin and destination as quality measure, and find

that after merger this quality decreased in markets with merging parties competition

before merger and increased in markets without merging parties competition before

merger. Prince and Simon (2014) find that recent airline merger improved merging

carrier’s on-time performance in the long run and did not affect flight cancellation.

While it is possible to include an additional stage after entry game in our model to

include product choices in our model, we decide not to do so to reflect our need to

have a second stage game that has a unique solution (guaranteed by our assumptions
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on demand) which can be found quickly in order to make estimation of the whole

game tractable. 9

Finally, our model only considers one way that potential entry may constrain

pricing. In particular, the ‘entry-then-price competition’ structure of our model im-

plies that having a large set of potential entrants with possibly low entry costs will

only constrain prices if entry actually occurs. In contrast, the older contestability

literature (e.g., Baumol et al. (1982)) suggested that the existence of the potential

entrants could constrain pricing even without actual entry. While the airline industry

was seen as a plausible example of contestability in the period immediately following

deregulation, it has now been discredited as an accurate description of the way that

airline markets work (Borenstein and Rose (2013)).10 On the other hand, regressions

of prices on the number of actual and potential competitors do tend to indicate that

prices are lower when there are more potential, as well as actual, entrants (Kwoka

and Shumilkina (2010), Gayle and Wu (2013), which also contain many references to

the older literature). Gedge et al. (2014) develops a dynamic limit pricing model to

explain the stylized fact that incumbent prices are lower when Southwest becomes

a potential entrant. In their model the incumbent monopoly has private informa-

tion on their correlated but not perfectly persistent cost each period which gives the

monopoly incentive to signal their cost by setting a lower price. While our model

9 The implementation presented below also requires us to have a unique solution in the entry
stage as well, leading us to consider a sequential entry game where the researcher knows the order
(or at least the probabilistic function that determines the order). It is easy, however, to consider
alternative entry orders, and it is also possible to use an approach, akin to the one used in Ciliberto
and Tamer (2009), where the researcher is agnostic about the order, resulting in estimated bounds
on the parameters. We illustrate this in the paper’s appendix.

10 Former Antitrust Division Assistant Attorney General, Joel Klein addressed this issue in a recent
speech stating that the contestable market theory “simply does not conform to the facts in a post-
deregulation world consisting of hub airports.” See Statement Concerning Antitrust Issues in the
Airline Industry of former Assistant Attorney General Antitrust Division, Joel I. Klein, Before The
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation, (“Klein Statement”) presented on July 27,
2000, at 25.
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does not incorporate the signaling game, it can still help rationalizing the fact that

with more potential entrants prices are lower. This is because with the type of carrier

heterogeneity-selection model that we consider, when there are more potential en-

trants, it is likely that some will be very efficient, leading to lower equilibrium prices

when they enter.

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 3.2 details the model. Section 3.3 de-

scribes the data used to estimate the model, and presents evidence on what hap-

pened to prices and entry on hub-hub routes after the Delta-Northwest (2008) and

United-Continental (2010) mergers. Section 3.4 describes our estimation method and

discusses identification. Section 3.5 presents some initial estimates and discusses some

simple counterfactuals that illustrate the extent and effects of selection on post-merger

predictions. Section 3.6 concludes. Appendix B.1 presents Monte Carlo studies of

alternate estimation approaches based on different equilibrium selection assumptions.

3.2 Model

We model a two-stage game in which potential entrants, carriers, first decide whether

to enter a market and afterwards compete with one another. A market is a non

directional airport-pair that provides two directional services, one for each direction.

For example between Boston Logan Airport and Charlotte Douglas Airport is one

market that provides a directional service from BOS to CLT, and another directional

service from CLT to BOS.

In the first stage, each potential entrant observes all demand and cost realizations,

defined below, and chooses whether to enter and what type of service to provide. The

information assumption allows for entrants to be selected on observed and unobserved

variation in qualities and marginal costs, as well as fixed costs, and it is motivated

by the fact that the firms that we define as potential entrants are large, sophisticated
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firms, already operating at both endpoints. These firms should have good information

about how well suited other carriers are to the route. 11 There are three entry options:

don’t entry, enter with direct service or enter with connecting service. Each of this

option is non-directional, meaning that if a potential entrant decides to enter a market

with direct service, it needs to serve both directions and both with direct service. We

assume that each carrier only chooses one of these options, so that a carrier chooses to

offer direct service does not offer connecting service. This is a reasonable simplification

for the markets in our sample as based on our data (introduced below) if a carrier

is counted as offering direct service, over 91% of passengers who choose that carrier

fly direct.12 In the second stage, the entrants pay their entry costs and compete by

setting prices in a Bertrand Nash equilibrium for service in each direction. We assume

that the pricing games are independent for the two directions in a market.

A key feature of our model is that we allow for considerable observed and unob-

served heterogeneity in costs and product qualities across carriers and markets. This

increases the flexibility of our model, allowing us to explain why carriers serving the

same route have quite different prices and market shares, and it also facilitates the

estimation procedure described below.

We consider a simple one-level nested logit discrete choice demand structure where

the nests are ‘fly’ and ‘no fly’. Consumer i’s utility from choosing a carrier j offering

service type t on market m’s direction d is

uijmtd “ qDirectjmd Ipt “ Directq ` qConnectingjmd Ipt “ Indirectq

`REm ´ αmdpjmtd ` ν
FLY
i pλmdq ` p1´ λmdqεijmtd. (3.1)

11 The ideal model would probably also allow for some aggregate demand or cost shock to be realized
after entry decisions are made. However, allowing for these shocks would significantly increase an
already large computational burden.

12 The exceptions come when a carrier begins or ends direct service during a quarter, or for long
routes out of airports such as Washington National where there are constraints on how many direct
flights can be made to cities beyond a certain geographic distance from the origin.
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If a consumer chooses not to fly (the outside good), his utility is normalized to εi0.

qjmd is the carrier quality on the route. For a direct service, qDirectjmd , is the sum of two

components. The first component is a carrier specific quality µjd that is assumed to

be µjd „ Npβµ,j, σ
2
µq. The second component is the additional quality ψjmd enjoyed

by consumers through the carrier’s presence 13 at the origin of the airport for direction

d. We see from the data that carriers with high presence (or a hub at the origin) are

more likely to enter a market with direct service and charging a higher price, which

indicates that presence generates a positive utility for direct service. Therefore, we

assume that ψjmd „ TRNpβψPresencejmd, σ
2
ψq.

14

For an indirect service, qConnectingjmd is assumed to have lower quality than that from a

direct service because consumers dislike connect flights reflected as low market shares

for connecting service in the data. Therefore, we subtract a penalty from the direct

service quality, and assume that this penalty φjm „ TRNpβφ, σ
2
φq. In addition, we

assume that consumers choosing indirect service does not enjoy the benefit of a high

presence of the carrier at the origin. As a result, qConnectingjmd “ qDirectjmd ´ ψjmd ´ φjm.

REm is a market random effect, and we assume that REm „ Np0, σ2
req. In the

data, there are markets where all entrants have high market shares or low market

shares. While the standard errors in quality q’s can account for that, it will result

in a large estimated standard errors for µjd that complicates the effect of presence.

From simulation exercises, we find that a large standard error in µjd results in carriers

with lower presence enter with higher probability,15 which is not the case in the data.

As a result, this market random effect is needed to explain the high and low total

13 Presence of carrier j in airport c is defined as number of other cities served by j out of c
number of other cities served by any carrier out of c

14 This second component will be 0 for Southwest, aggregated other legacy carriers and aggregated
other low cost carriers, as will be defined later. This is reasonable because for the aggregated carriers,
the presence is also calculated as the aggregate presence. Therefore it is unclear that they can benefit
from the presence. Southwest and these aggregated carriers also do not have frequent flyer programs
that other literatures used to explain hub dominance (for example, Lederman (2008)).

15 Presence decides the order of movers in the entry game
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inside market shares while still allowing the model to predict that the carriers with

larger presence are more likely to enter holding everything else equal.

The price coefficient, αmd can vary across markets and we assume that αmd „

logNpβα, σ
2
αq (lognormal). λmd is the nesting parameter and also can differ across

markets to reflect varying attractiveness of the outside option to traveling by plane

(e.g., other modes of transpiration or not traveling at all) and we assume that λmd „

TRNpβλ, σ
2
λ, 0.2, 0.95q (truncated normal between 0.2 and 0.95). εijm is the standard

logit error and νFLYi pλmdq is a constant for i across all products in the flying-nest

and is distributed so that νFLYi pλmdq ` p1´ λmdqεijm is distributed Type 1 Extreme

Value. When λ “ 1, conditional on flying, all consumers will choose the product that

generates the highest qDirectjmd Ipt “ Directq ` qConnectingjmd Ipt “ Indirectq ´ αmdpjmtd.

When λ “ 0, νFLYi pλq “ 0, and utility function becomes a simple logit.

Each carrier has a linear per-passenger marginal cost for each type of service t

(direct or connecting), drawn from carrier-type and service-type specific distributions.

This marginal cost is nondirectional because factors generally considered affecting

marginal cost do no vary by different directions in the same market. We assume

that ctjm „ TRNpXc
jmγ

t
c,τpjq, ω

t2

c,τpjq, 0, 100q where Xc
jm include a constant term and

distance. τpjq is an indicator whether carrier j is a legacy carrier or low cost carrier.

Fixed costs are drawn from service-type specific distributions and we assume F t
jm „

logNpXF
jmγ

t
F , ω

t2

F , 0, 100q. When t “ Direct, XF
jm includes a constant term and delay

measures that potentially increase the entry cost due to congestion induced higher

entry barrier 16. It also includes an indicator of whether one of the airports is an

international hub. The ability to serve international travelers at an international hub

may influence the entry decisions on the route. For example, United’s decision in

entering the Raleigh-Durham (RDU) - O’Hare Airport (ORD) market with direct

16 Berry and Jia (2010) instead includes delay in the marginal cost.
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service is likely affected by ORD being an international hub for UA so that if enters,

UA can transport international travelers from and to RDU through ORD. We assume

that when t “ Connecting, Xjm only contains a constant term.

Similar to the idea of including an indicator of an international hub, in addition,

we include an additional fixed revenue Cjm „ logNpXC
jmγC , ω

2
Cq gained from domestic

connecting traffic when calculating the total profit from providing a direct service.

We see in the data that about 65% of passengers originating in RDU who fly on Delta

to Atlanta (ATL) use Atlanta as their connecting stop to go to somewhere else such

as SFO. The ability to serve these connecting passengers make it more attractive

for Delta to serve directly between RDU and ATL. This additional fixed revenue for

direct service from connecting traffic is then subtracted from the fixed cost when

calculating total profits in the entry game. XC
jm includes a constant term and a

measure of connecting traffic (number of connecting passengers served by the route)

for carrier m on route j. For the purpose of our full information entry game, we need

to calculate the connecting traffic measure even for potential entrants who are not

currently serving the market in the data. We use a simple logit choice model with

two-step Heckman selection approach for this prediction. The number of passengers

who make one connection to travel from a origin o to destination d pair is given. Each

of these passenger make decisions on the carrier and connecting stop. The utility for

a passenger i choosing carrier j and connecting stop c such that he travels oÑ cÑ d

is

uodcj “ Xod
cj ` ξ

od
cj ` ε

od
cj

where εodcj is a logit error. The utility of choosing an outside good is normalized to 0.

We can then write the share equation as

logpsodcj q ´ logps
od
0 q “ Xod

cj β ` ξ
od
cj

Because the connecting traffic reflected in the data is conditioned on a carrier serving
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both o Ñ c and c Ñ d. A selection problem arises because a carrier may chooses

to serve these segment when they can generate a large share of connecting traffic.

We address this sample selection problem by modeling explicitly the probability of a

carrier’s entry to both the oÑ c and cÑ d markets using a probit model:

Prpj serves both oÑ c and cÑ d marketsq “ ΦpW od
cj q

where Wcj are characteristics of the origin, connecting stop, and destination cities

and airports. Note that only carrier who has a positive connecting traffic measure for

the market can have this additional fixed revenue draw if it provides direct service.

We assume this additional revenue to be 0 for all connecting service. For a more

detailed explanation of the construction of the connecting traffic measure, please

refer to Appendix B.2.

First Stage: Entry

At the beginning of the game there is a set of potential entrants N who are one of

two types τ P tLEG,LCCu, with N “ NLEG ` NLCC and all demand parameters

and carrier cost and quality draws are known by all potential entrants (complete

information). These potential entrants sequentially make their entry decisions based

on the resulting profits. We assume that the carriers with the highest average presence

at the endpoints move first. We discuss alternative modeling options of the entry

stage below. Note that while we do not explicitly endogenize network choice, we do

endogenize each carrier’s choice of whether to offer direct or connecting service.

Second Stage: Price Competition

In the second-stage entrants simultaneously set prices in a Bertrand-Nash equilibrium

for each direction of the market and make profits:

πtjm “
`

p˚jm0 ´ c
s
jm

˘

Mjm0s
˚
jm0 `

`

p˚jm1 ´ c
s
jm

˘

Mjm1s
˚
jm1 ´ F

t
jm ` C

t
jm, (3.2)
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where Ms are market sizes, and 0 and 1 indicate the direction. It is understood that

the equilibrium prices and quantities (denoted by an ˚) for firm j in market m that

offers service s are functions of all potential entrants’ entry actions, qualities and

costs. Non-entrants make zero profit.

The sequential structure, together with our demand and cost assumptions, ensures

that the game has a unique, pure-strategy equilibrium (Mizuno (2003) proves the

uniqueness of the Bertrand Nash price equilibrium for a nested logit model where

each firm only has a single product).

3.3 Data and Evidence on the Effects of Mergers on Prices and Entry

Our data sources are the publicly available Department of Transportation Origin and

Destination Survey (DB1B) and Domestic Segment (T-100) database. The DB1B

database is a 10% sample of all passenger itineraries, updated quarterly, that includes

coupon-specific information, such as the operating carrier, origin and destination

airports, number of passengers, prorated market fare, number of market coupons,

market miles flown, carrier change indicators and distance, for domestic itineraries.

T-100 is a monthly census of all domestic flights broken down by air carrier and

origin and destination airports. In this section we describe our variable definitions

and summary statistics for the data that we use to estimate the model and also some

stylized facts about what happened after two large, recent mergers: Delta/Northwest

(2008) and United/Continental (2010).

3.3.1 Sample and Variable Definitions for Estimation Dataset

To estimate our model we use data from the second quarter of year 2005.17 In order

to facilitate estimation, we limit ourselves to considering the entry decisions of nine

17 We consider the second quarter because it has the highest number of passengers flying.
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carriers. 18 American (AA), Continental (CO), Delta (DL), Northwest (NW), United

(UA), USAirways (US) and Southwest (WN) are modeled as individual carriers. Of

these, we label the first six as ‘legacy’ carriers and Southwest as a ‘low cost’ carrier.

The carrier is defined by the ‘ticketing carrier’ in the DB1B data, so passengers

carried by regional affiliates (such as American Eagle or a United Express flight

operated by Air Wisconsin) count as if they were carried by the associated larger

carrier. Service by all other carriers are aggregated into an ‘Other Legacy’ carrier

(e.g., Alaska Airlines) and an ‘Other LCC’ carrier (e.g., Frontier, JetBlue, Midwest).

A market is an airport to airport non-directional pair. We model the entry decision

to be non-directional, i.e., once a carrier decides to enter the market it will provide

service on both directions between the airport pair. Therefore we define entry as

carrying at least 200 passengers on a market and serving both directions of the market

with at least one flight, in addition to meeting one of the following two criteria: 1)

flying at least 1% of total passengers in the market and 2) flying any number of

passengers on direct flights both ways. While a carrier can provide both non-stop and

connecting service in the same market, we only allow each carrier to choose one type

of service in a market in the model. We define a carrier providing non-stop service if

1) greater than 50% of a carrier’s passengers on the market are flown on direct flights

and 2) based on T100 this carrier flies at least one flight in both directions. While

entry decision is non-directional, prices are decided independently for each direction,

and are defined as DB1B passenger-weighted average price in a given direction only

using the type of service we assign to the carrier. A carrier is counted as potential

entrant if it flies at least one flight out of or into both endpoints of the market in

DB1B. In addition, all the above definition only uses domestic, economy class tickets

18 By estimating only a linear profit equation with carriers making only binary {not enter, enter}
and symmetric competition effects, Berry (1992) avoids aggregation. However, Ciliberto and Tamer
(2009), who also do not model post-entry competition, but do allow for asymmetric competition
effects and less restrictive equilibrium selection assumptions, aggregate to six carriers.
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with round trip faire ranging from $25 to $2000.

We will allow for the presence of the airport at the origin to affect the perceived

quality, reflecting the fact that carriers with a hub or focus city at the origin airport

are usually believed to command fare premia (Borenstein (1989)). The presence of

a carrier is defined as the percentage of total ”served” destinations from this airport

that are ”served” by this carrier. A destination is ”served” by an airport if a) this

airport has at least one flight to the destination per weekday, b)destination is at least

350 miles away one way, and c) destination is among the top 75 destinations served

from the airport by traffic. A destination is ”served” by a carrier from an airport if

the carrier flies at least one flight to the destination from this airport per weekday.

We restrict our sample to markets between the top 80 airport based on enplane-

ment. We exclude some routes further based on three additional criteria. First, some

cities are so close together (e.g., Philadelphia and Washington D.C., or New York

and Philadelphia) that there is very little air service, and most travelers would travel

by car or train. Therefore, we drop routes where the airports are less than 350 miles

apart one way. Second, we drop markets where the combined market shares of carri-

ers who are in the market are extremely high or extremely low. In order to calculate

market share, we need to define market size first. Market size is typically defined as

the arithmetic or geometric average population in the literature. However, we think

it is an inaccurate measure since the number of travelers can be unrelated to the

population (e.g., a city being a tourist destination but with small population or two

airports in the same city with each only attracting half of the total traffic). Instead

we define market size as the predicted value from an poisson regression of the (log of)

total passengers in a market in a year on the (logs of) total traffic into the destination

city, total traffic out of the origin city and non-stop round-trip distance between the
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two cities in the last year. 19 We then drop observations for those markets where the

combined market shares of the carriers is less than 5% or greater than 80% in any of

the quarters. 20 These restrictions leave us with 1986 airport-pair markets.

Table 3.1 provides summary statistics. Because our markets are made up of

large airports, many carriers especially legacy carriers among the nine we defined

are counted as potential entrants on each route. Southwest on the other hand still

has not started serving at a few large airports in 2005, for example, airports in At-

lanta, Boston, Charlotte, Cincinnati, Denver, New York, Memphis, Minneapolis, or

Pittsburgh. However, while there are many potential entrants, on average less than

one carrier serve each market with direct service, with almost 60% of carriers that fly

direct having a hub at one (or both) of the endpoints 21 of the routes that they serve.

54% of the market have no direct service, and on 30% of markets there is one direct

carrier. There are only 60 markets with 3 direct carriers, and almost all of these link

the biggest cities such as New York and Los Angeles. Furthermore, we can see that

when a carrier has hub status at one or more ends, the probability of direct entry

is high. This can be due to the high quality or low cost due to high presence. In

addition to the inclusion of positive presence draw in the direct quality as mentioned

earlier, this further justifies our inclusion of the connecting traffic revenue 22 in direct

fixed cost in the model to match this data feature.

On the other hand, there are many more carriers offering connecting service in

each market. On average, 3.5 additional carriers offer connecting service. Connect-

19 We use the lag of explanatory variables because prices affect the explanatory variables, and we
do not want price to enter the calculation of market share. Interactions among these variables were
tried but added very little explanatory power.

20 Most of the markets with very small combined market shares are pairs of airports in smaller cities
(e.g., BNA-CVG). The pairs with very high market shares include SFO-JFK.

21 Hub here is defined as having at least 50% presence at the airport

22 Note that connecting traffic revenue can only be positive at hub airports.
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ing service is also associated with very small market shares relative to direct ones,

indicating that for many consumers connecting service is a poor substitute to direct

service, even though the average prices of the two types of service are comparable.

These stark differences in the number of entrants and shares suggest the need to

model quality and cost structure between these two types of service differently.

A further reason for distinguishing between direct and connecting service can be

seen in Table 3.2, which shows the number of direct and connecting carriers in each

market size and non-stop distance tercile combination. For direct service, the number

of carriers supported in equilibrium increases monotonically with market size, which

is what one would expect unless there are large economies or diseconomies of distance

(and remember that markets that are very close together have been excluded). This

clear monotonic pattern has not been observed in earlier research, such as Ciliberto

and Tamer (2009), where direct and connecting service have not been distinguished.

The reason why can be seen in the lower part of the table: the number of connecting

carriers varies primarily with route distance, which presumably reflects the fact that

passengers are more willing to pay the fixed cost of making a connection on trips

that are already long, as well as there probably being a greater number of substitute

connections that do not involve the passenger straying too far from the non-stop

route. On the other hand, connecting entry does not vary much with market size,

suggesting that the fixed costs of entering connecting service do not play a key role

in determining this aspect of market structure.

3.3.2 The Effects of the Delta/Northwest and United/Continental Mergers

A body of research has examined the price effects of mergers that took place in

the U.S. airline industry in the decade following deregulation, when mergers were

rarely challenged and there was rapid consolidation. Borenstein (1990), Kim and

Singal (1993) and Peters (2006), among others, provide evidence that mergers resulted
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in significant price increases (by the merging carriers) on the routes where both of

the merging parties competed prior to the merger. For example, the five mergers

(Northwest/Republic, TWA/Ozark, Continental/People Express, Delta/Western, US

Air/Piedmont) considered in Peters (2006) resulted in price increases of between 7%

and 30%. In this section we provide some evidence that the recent Delta/Northwest

and United/Continental mergers also resulted in price increases, as well as relatively

little entry.

To perform the analysis we form a quarterly panel of price data from the third

quarter of 2007 until the third quarter of 2010 (inclusive). For the purposes of this

analysis we define markets as directional airport-pairs, and we only consider direct

service, so that our price measure is the average price paid by those flying direct

round trips (excluding fares less than $50 and more than $2000). Rather than just

analyzing routes where the carriers overlap, we consider price changes on the routes

most affected by the merger based on the definition that (appears) to be used in

U.S. Government Accountability United States Government Accountability Office

(2010): the route is a hub-to-hub market served by both of the merging carriers, who

accounted for more than 70% of direct traffic in the quarters prior to the merger. The

baseline regression specification is

logppjmtq “ β0`β1 ˚POST-MERGERt ˚AFFECTED ROUTEm`FEt`FEj,m`εjmt

where pjmt is the average price of combined carrier j on route m for non-stop round

trip tickets at time t, FEt are time fixed effects, FEj,m are carrier-route fixed effects,

and β1 is the coefficient of interest. Standard errors are clustered at the route level.

As a control group we identify a set of unaffected routes, defined as routes served

non-stop by one of the merging carriers with the other providing neither non-stop nor

connecting service in the whole year prior to the announcement of the merger. 23 To

23 These routes will include routes that are not to, or from, hubs, as well as hub-to-hub routes where
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make interpretation easier, we drop data between the announcement and closing of

the transaction. 24 Table 3.3 shows the estimates of β1 from two specifications for

each merger (standard errors in parentheses).

In the first specification, the regression only uses the prices set by the merging

carriers and, prior to merger, pjmt is the weighted average price on the merging

carriers. The estimated coefficients indicate that the Delta/Northwest merger raised

non-stop prices by 8%, and the United/Continental merger by 16%, on the affected

routes relative to non-stop prices on unaffected routes. In the second specification,

prices set by American and US Airways, two airlines that were not involved in mergers

during the time period covered by the data, on unaffected routes are included in the

control group, to make sure that these estimates do not simply reflect the merging

parties cutting prices on the unaffected routes. The estimated β1s are very similar.

While prices increase, consistent with the merger enhancing market power, very

little entry is induced, suggesting that route-level entry may not be as easy as the

authorities assume. On the 17 (non-directional) hub-hub routes affected by these

mergers, the only new non-stop entry after the merger was by Southwest between

Newark and Denver. 25 On five routes there was entry with connecting service (e.g.,

AA providing service from Houston to Denver via Dallas-Fort Worth), but, as our

model allows, connecting service may be a poor substitute for non-stop service.

3.4 Estimation Method

We need to estimate demand, marginal costs, and fixed costs. 35 parameters need to

be estimated once we allow for observed and unobserved heterogeneity. A two-stage

only one carrier operates.

24 When we estimate separate effects for this time period, we find effects that have the same sign
but are smaller than the post-merger effects.

25 We define a carrier as entering if it provides service in multiple quarters after the transaction was
closed, having not provided service in the year prior to the merger being proposed.
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approach is not feasible because we need to take into account selection in the entry

stage to consistently estimate demand and marginal costs. Moreover, the type of

nested fixed point approach used by Berry (1992) and Ciliberto and Tamer (2009),

where games are re-solved for each market each time one of the parameters is changed,

would likely take months or possibly years to converge. 26 Instead we use an esti-

mation approach, simulated method of moments where the predicted moments are

approximated using importance sampling, that involves solving a very large number

of games only once, and then simply re-weighting them during estimation. The ad-

vantage of this approach is that the estimation-stage is relatively quick (e.g., less than

a day using analytical derivatives) because it only involves calculating the product

of pdfs, and in the solving-stage we can solve a large number of games in parallel on

many different cores (we use as many as 600) that do not need to communicate with

each other.

Details. We will estimate the β, σ, γ, and ω parameters which describe the

distributions of the market- or carrier-specific demand and cost parameters. In what

follows we will denote the collection of these parameters by Γ. Joint estimation is

required because of entry selection, as, for example, the expected marginal cost of

a legacy carrier that chooses to enter non-stop will be greater than Xc
jmγ

Direct
c,LEG, the

mean of its distribution.

The procedure has two steps. In the first step, we draws a large number (S) of

combination of draws for each market, including the value of α, λ, RE, which are

market-level parameters, and values of qs, ψs, φs, cs, F s, and Cs for each carrier (de-

note the collection of these draws θs) from an importance sampling density gpθ|Xjmq.

Xjm is understood in this context to include all of the observable covariates included

26 Neither of these papers has an explicit model of second-stage competition, but they still have to
impose either a strict equilibrium selection rule and a small number of parameters (Berry) or only
consider a small number of firms (Ciliberto and Tamer). Neither paper distinguishes between direct
and connecting service, reducing decisions to a simple {entry, no entry} choice.
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in the model’s specification. Then for each realized θs, we solve the entry game. This

can be done in parallel on a large computing cluster. The game is solved using the

assumed order of entry (i.e., that the carriers move in order of their average presence

at the endpoints) and information on the unique predicted equilibrium outcome (e.g.,

entry decisions, prices and market shares) is stored.

In the second step, the parameters Γ are estimated using a simulated method of

moments estimator, where the value of each moment is calculated by appropriately

re-weighting the outcomes from the games solved in the first step. For example,

consider an outcome fmpθq (e.g., the number of direct entrants in market m) and a

guess of the parameters pΓ. We approximate Erfmpθq|pΓs using:

Erfmpθq|pΓs «
1

S

ÿ

fmspθsq
ϕpθs|Xjm, pΓq

gpθs|Xjmq
(3.3)

where ϕpθs|Xjm, pΓq is the value of the density for a particular draw θs given the

observed covariates, all of the parametric distributions assumed in the model and the

guess pΓ, and fmspθsq is the relevant outcome from game s simulated in the first step.

When we change pΓ, Erfmpθq|pΓs can be calculated without re-solving any games; all

that is required is a re-computation of ϕpθs|Xjm, pΓq based on the new guess of pΓ.

The moments fm that we seek to match are (i) each firm’s entry decisions inter-

acted with average presence at end points and its square term; (ii) each firm’s market

shares and prices at each direction of the market interacted with presence at the ori-

gin; (iii) all the above interacting with one of six market size (small/medium/large,

defined by terciles) and distance (short/long, defined as round trip distance of 2500

miles) combinations; (iv) indicators of whether the average total inside share at both

directions is below 20%, between 20% and 40%, between 40% and 60%; (iv) and indi-

cators of whether the absolute difference between total inside shares at both directions

is between 0 and 2.5%, and between 2.5% and 5%.
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Ackerberg (2009) suggests the importance sampling approach for estimating com-

plicated static or dynamic decision problems or games. A key assumption that the

procedure requires is that the supports of the θ parameters do not depend on the

parameters to be estimated. This is true in our case as we either specify unbounded

supports (e.g., for qualities), natural truncated supports (e.g., non-negative marginal

costs) or we impose the same arbitrary support on both the true parameter distri-

butions and the importance sampling distributions (for example, that the nesting

parameter λm must lie between 0.2 and 0.95, because values that are very close to

1 can complicate the solution of the model in some markets). Estimates using this

approach are more accurate when S, the number of simulation draws, is large and

the importance sample densities are similar to the ‘true’ densities from which the pa-

rameters are drawn. In estimating the model, we currently use S “ 1000.27 We use

importance sampling densities that have the same distributional form (e.g., truncated

normal, lognormal) that we assume the true parameters have, and we tried to pick

parameters for the densities such that the predicted prices, shares, and entry patterns

were approximately consistent with what is shown in the data , and it is also consis-

tent with the estimates of demand, marginal costs and substitution patterns reported

in recent airline papers such as Berry and Jia (2010), and variances large enough that

all parameters that seemed plausible would have non-negative probability.

3.4.1 Identification

The full parametric structure of our model and our equilibrium assumptions are im-

posed during estimation, but there are several sources of plausibly exogenous variation

that help to identify the parameters of interest. For example, there is cross-market

variation in the number of potential entrants and their characteristics (such as pres-

27 Roberts and Sweeting (2013a) present Monte Carlo evidence for a Simulated Maximum Likelihood
estimator. Monte Carlo studies in Appendix B.1 suggest that estimates can be unbiased using S as
low as 5.
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ence and whether they are low-cost) should identify the mean price coefficients in the

demand system. The mean of nesting parameter is identified from the variation of

total inside share as the number of entrants changes 28. In practice, the estimate of

the mean nesting parameter varies when there is a change in the specification or the

starting value, indicating that there is no enough variation in the cross section data

29 to identify the nesting parameter. This result is not surprising as we can see from

Berry and Jia (2010), their estimates of the same nesting parameter range from 0.69

to 0.83 across different specifications using also cross sectional data 30. Therefore,

instead of attempting to get an estimate of the nesting parameter with a very large

standard error, we fix the nesting parameter value at 0.45, 0.65, and 0.85 in the im-

portance sampling simulation and estimation, and compare the counterfactual results

generated from these different values 31. These three values cover a reasonable range

for the nesting parameter estimated in the previous literature and our reduced form

analysis with no entry.

The distributions of total inside shares and the differences between the highest

share and second highest share identify the heterogeneity of the market random effect.

The amount of entry, conditional on a set of potential entrants and their character-

istics, will identify the mean level of fixed costs and revenue from connecting traffic.

Unobserved heterogeneity in marginal costs and qualities will be identified from the

joint distribution of market shares and prices, controlling for observables. For exam-

28 Implementation of the estimation method requires us to allow for unobserved heterogeneity
in carrier costs and qualities and the market-demand parameters α and λ. Based on intuitive
identification arguments, identification of heterogeneity in α and λ seems likely to be particularly
reliant on functional form (at least given the limited time-dimension of our panel), although, as
explained below, there are features of the data that should provide information on the heterogeneity
in costs and qualities.

29 We are only using 2005 data.

30 Please see Table 3 in Berry and Jia (2010)

31 This is an approach frequently used in the empirical literature, see the discounting factor in Rust
(1987).
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ple, if qualities are heterogeneous and marginal costs are common, then equilibrium

prices and market shares will be positively correlated, whereas if qualities are common

and marginal costs are heterogeneous they would be negatively correlated. The dis-

tribution of fixed costs will be partly identified from how realized qualities and costs

change as market size varies. For example, if all firms have the same fixed costs, then

in small markets, which can only support one or two carriers, we would expect to see

the firms with the highest qualities or lowest marginal costs as entrants, with weaker

firms entering when we consider larger markets. On the other hand, if fixed costs

are very heterogeneous we will be relatively more likely to see small markets served

by some weaker firms, and strong competitors being amongst the additional entrants

in larger markets. With a similar argument, the heterogeneity in connecting traffic

revenue is identified.

3.4.2 Aside on Weakening the Known Move Order Assumption

Our current results assume a particular order of moves (highest average presence

moves first) that is known to the econometrician. We have considered two possible

ways to weaken this assumption. The first approach is to assume that the order of

entry is probabilistic (although the exact order is known to all firms when they take

their entry decisions), depending on factors such as cost, qualities and presence. In

this case, it is possible to estimate the probabilistic function determining the order

as part of estimation. The second approach is to be agnostic about the entry order,

either by assuming that there is a sequential order of entry but that it is unknown

to the econometrician, or that there is simultaneous entry but only pure strategy

equilibria are played. 32 In both cases, an estimation procedure that roughly follows

32 Given the assumed form of competition, a pure strategy equilibrium can be shown to exist in the
entry game, although mixed strategy equilibria could exist as well. As carriers have three choices
there may be outcomes in the sequential game that could not be supported as pure strategy Nash
equilibria in the sequential game. However, in both cases it is actually quite easy to calculate which
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Ciliberto and Tamer (2009), in the sense of constructing upper and lower bounds

on the moments (still using importance sampling), can be used. We have performed

Monte Carlo experiments with these approaches, constructing confidence sets using

the S1 criterion for critical values described in Andrews and Soares (2010), and have

found them to work well as long as the number of parameters is not too large. In

fact, the bounds on each parameter tend to be quite close together because, once

quality and cost heterogeneity, and a specific model of competition is allowed for, it

is unusual for more than one or two outcomes to be supported as different equilibria

or by different orders. For the same reason, when we try to estimate a probabilistic

order of entry we find that the estimates of the factors that determine the order tend

to be very imprecise.

3.5 Estimation Results and Implications for the P.E.D.

Tables 3.4 and 3.5 presents estimates of the model parameters (for demand and cost,

respectively). The estimates imply plausible elasticities for many quantities of eco-

nomic interest. For example, on a monopoly market such as the one between Cincin-

nati (CVG) and Manchester (MHT), Delta’s mean own price elasticity is low at -0.83;

Atlanta (ATL) to Dallas (DFW) market has 3 entrants, the mean own price elasticity

for American Airline is -2.5; Atlanta (ATL) to San Francisco (SFO) has 6 entrants,

the own price elasticity for United is -5.87. Consumers like high airport presence while

dislike connecting service. Marginal costs average $355 dollars for legacy carriers and

$327 for low-cost carriers for a 2461 mile route (the average distance for all markets in

the data), increasing by approximately $55-90 per 1,000 miles for both carrier types.

So for a 2,000 mile trip our estimated marginal costs are approximately $0.17 (direct)

or $0.15 (indirect) per mile for legacy carriers and $0.15 (direct) or $0.13 (indirect)

outcomes could be supported by some order or by some set of pure strategies.
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/mile for low-cost carriers. These numbers are comparable to the $0.16 and $0.11

per available seat mile of total operating expenses reported by legacy and low-cost

carriers, respectively, on DOT form 41 in 2008. International hub and delay param-

eters in the fixed costs are not significant. The estimated average per-quarter fixed

costs are around $1,313,456 for direct service without connecting traffic and $38,184

for indirect service. Connecting revenue is estimated to be around $604,996, which is

nearly half of the direct fixed costs. The variances of α is estimated to be very small.

The estimates also imply that there is considerable unobserved heterogeneity in

carrier qualities and costs, as well as some observed heterogeneity. Given the struc-

ture of our model, this implies that there will be selection. The following example

illustrates what selection will produce in the data, and how it may affect merger

counterfactuals.

Consider the George Bush Intercontinental (IAH) to Denver International (DEN)

market. It was one of the markets directly affected by the UA/CO merger. In Q2

2005, CO (IAH hub), UA (DEN hub), and F9 provided non-stop service while AA

provided connecting service, although there were five other potential entrants. Table

3.6 compares the marginal costs and quality component of quality implied by the

observed prices and quantities for entering carriers and the unconditional (on entry)

marginal costs and quality. First of all, we use the first order condition of profit

function and match the model predicted shares to the observed shares in order to

back out the implied marginal cost and implied qjmd`REm component in the utility

function. The distribution of REm still needs to be calculated in order to back out

the implied quality q. We use simulation to do so. We give the actual entrants the

implied marginal costs and qjmd`REm, and draw the marginal costs, qjmd, and REm

for the non entering potential entrants according to the estimated distribution using

the estimated parameters. We then collect 200 set of draws that support the observed
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market structure (meaning the non entering potential entrants in the data indeed do

not enter with their simulated draws in the entry game), and calculate the mean of

the REm from these 200 sets to be -0.6984 and standard deviation to be 0.3290. Since

non entrants and entrants share the same REm, we then use this implied mean of RE

to back out the implied q for all potential entrants. The unconditional marginal cost

and q on the other hand are calculated for these service for each potential entrant

based on the estimated model parameters (i.e., where we do not condition on the

observed entry decisions) 33.

The table illustrates two types of selection. First, looking at the unconditional

mean qualities, the model predicts that, because of their lower presence at IAH and

DEN legacy carriers other than CO and UA would be less attractive to customers.

Low cost carrier also has lower marginal cost compared to the legacy carriers, which

gives aggregate low cost carrier ZZ advantage to enter the market. Second, relative

to their unconditional means, the observed entrants have favorable quality and cost

draws conditional on their service type, consistent with there also being selection on

the unobserved part of these dimensions. Both types of selection will tend to make

entry less likely and less effective at constraining prices if two incumbents merge.

To see this, consider the UA/CO merger. Out of many possible assumptions,

we assume that the merged firm would inherit the higher of CO and UA’s quality

and the lower of CO and UA’s cost draws in each direction, while ZZ would keep its

pre-merger quality and cost of non-stop service and AA would keep its pre-merger

quality and cost of connecting service. Table 3.7 shows that a simple counterfactual

of this merger with no entry, the model predicts that the average price paid would

increase by $23 or 6.5%, and a resulting $2.36 million loss in consumer welfare. We

can, of course, also use our model to examine what would happen for different types

33 These values are calculated based on the mean values of α for the IAH-DEN market. The esti-
mated variances of these parameters are not large, so drawing other values gives similar conclusions.
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of merger synergies and to test, using post-merger data, whether there is evidence for

these in the data.

Now suppose that we allow for additional entry to occur. We will compare results

from entry with selection to entry with no selection. Since the market random effect

REm also plays a part in the selection process, but not related to the idea of our

paper with respect to selection in quality and marginal cost, we conduct the following

analysis by fixing REm at its posterior mean -0.6984 as mentioned above. To do

entry with selection, we first compute the distribution of qualities and marginal and

fixed costs for each type of service, using simulation by drawing from the estimated

distributions, for the non-entrant carriers conditional on the fact that they chose not

to enter before the merger, given the implied quality and marginal cost draws of

the entrants and an assumed move order according to the average presence of these

potential carriers. Because they chose not to enter, these conditional quality and

cost distributions will be less favorable for the non-entrants than their unconditional

counterparts. We then allow the pre-merger non-entrants to choose to enter using

the above order when CO and UA are merged, again keeping the entry decision and

service type for ZZ and AA fixed. Given our estimates, we predict that new non-stop

entry will happen with low probability (1.5%), and connecting entry with probability

35.32%. However, even when non-stop entry occurs, prices always remain above

pre-merger levels because the new entrants will have lower quality or higher costs

than UA and CO did prior to the merger. We can see from the table, these new

entrants are only able to bring down the price increase by little, and the resulting

average price is still above the 5% rule-of-thumb-increase that the Guidelines suggest

for problematic merger.

If we ignored selection, we would come to different conclusions. To illustrate,

we assumed that the non-entrants had the same qualities for non-stop service as the
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average of implied qualities of the original entrants (CO, UA, AA and ZZ) which is

similar to the assumption in the theory literature. We continue to use conditional

marginal and fixed cost distributions for the non-entering firms (re-calculated so that

they still do not want to enter before the merger). In this case, we would predict

that at least one new carrier would enter non-stop with probability 14.85%, which is

significantly higher than the 1% we get with selective entry. These additional new

entrants bring down the expected average price such that the price increase compared

to before merger is 3.94%. This price increase is now below the 5% rule-of-thumb-

increase. In Table 3.7 we also show the results when the marginal costs instead

of qualities for the non entrants are non selective, setting them to be the average

implied marginal costs of the original entrants and follow the some procedure. The

result is consistent with the results from no selection on the qualities but with a

smaller magnitude in change of prices from entry with selection.

3.6 Conclusion

In this paper we develop an estimable model of airline route markets that is designed

to allow us to answer the important policy question of whether new entry would

constrain the exercise of market power after mergers. This question is particularly

important in the hub-to-hub markets that we look at because there are usually only

two carriers that provide direct service on the route, even though a lot of people

travel on them. The key feature of our model is that the entry process is selective,

so that the firms with better product quality or lower marginal costs, as well as

lower fixed costs, are more likely to enter. Allowing for quality and marginal cost

asymmetry enables us to consider both the likelihood of new entry and its sufficiency

in constraining post-merger prices to be close to pre-merger levels. The Horizontal

Merger Guidelines require that both likelihood and sufficiency are considered, but the
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existing theoretical and empirical literature, which assumes that potential entrants

must be similar to incumbents, is only really appropriate for exploring the likelihood

of entry, and even then is likely to be biased in favor of saying that entry will constrain

post-merger market power.
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Table 3.1: Summary Statistics for 2005 Airport-airport Sample.

Variable Obs. Mean Std. Deviation 10th Percentile 90th Percentile
Potential Entrants 1,986 7.710 1.215 6 9

LCC 1,986 1.469 0.692 0 2
LEG 1,986 6.241 0.965 5 7

Entrants 1,986 4.252 1.911 2 7
Direct 1,986 0.660 0.823 0 2
Connecting 1,986 3.498 1.983 1 6

Hub Status 15,313 0.0761 0.265 0 0
If fly direct 1,311 0.596 0.491 0 1

Fare ($100)
Direct 1,311 3.876 1.113 2.456 5.374
Connecting 6,948 4.063 0.891 2.927 5.207

Market Share
Direct 1,311 0.180 0.111 0.0635 0.323
Connecting 6,948 0.0477 0.0515 0.00685 0.109

Probability of Direct Entry if
Has hub on at least one end 1,166 0.671 0.470 0 1
Has hub on both ends 27 1 0 1 1

Note: An observation is a nondirectional airport pair. Fare and market share are the average across both directions for
each carrier in each market. See text for variable definitions.
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Table 3.2: Market Structure by Market Size (average of each direction) and Non-stop
Distance Terciles Based on 2005 airport-airport sample.

Mkt Size Tercile
Direct Entrants Small Medium Large

Short 0.18 0.74 1.59
Distance Tercile Medium 0.04 0.45 1.43

Long 0.02 0.24 1.24
Connecting Entrants

Short 2.78 2.67 1.74
Distance Tercile Medium 3.30 4.18 3.42

Long 3.64 5.52 5.41
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Table 3.3: Estimated Prices Changes After the DL-NW/UA-CO Mergers.

Dependent Variable Control Group Fixed Effects DL/NW β1 UA/CO β1

(1) Prices of merging Merging Carriers on Quarter 0.084 0.154
carriers Unaffected Non-Stop Routes Route (0.029) (0.023)

(2) Prices of merging Merging Carriers & AA, US Quarter 0.069 0.184
carriers on Unaffected Non-Stop Routes Carrier-Route (0.028) (0.020)
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Table 3.4: Estimates of Demand Parameters.

Estimate Standard Error
Carrier Quality
βµ,j AA-US Fixed Effect 0.5610 0.0852

WN Fixed Effect 0.8377 0.1160
Other LEG Fixed Effect 0.2365 0.1202
Other LCC Fixed Effect 0.6200 0.1114

σµ 0.5579 0.0577
Presence Effect
βψ Presence 1.4406 0.2090
σψ 0.4047 0.0499
Market Random Effect
σre 0.5250 0.1860
Connecting Penalty
βφ Constant 0.3863 0.0922
σφ 0.3984 0.0633
Price Coefficient
βα Constant 0.4550 0.0895
σα 0.0326 0.1545
Nesting Parameter (Not Estimated) 0.6500
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Table 3.5: Estimates of Cost Parameters.

Estimate Standard Error
Marginal Cost
Legacy, Direct
γc,τpjq Constant 2.0608 0.1821

Distance 0.7096 0.0616
σc,τpjq 0.4404 0.0699
Legacy, Indirect
γc,τpjq Constant 2.1723 0.1935

Distance 0.4550 0.0661
σc,τpjq 0.4545 0.0601
Low Cost, Direct
γc,τpjq Constant 0.2586 0.5040

Distance 1.2053 0.1921
σc,τpjq 0.4602 0.1580
Low Cost, Indirect
γc,τpjq Constant 1.8114 0.1267

Distance 0.6176 0.0453
σc,τpjq 0.2045 0.0423
Fixed Cost
Direct
γF,τpjq Constant 13134.5594 1143.5425

Interntional Hub 1251.9702 785.5771
Delay -5099.9983 6544.7673

σF,τpjq 4719116.2389 762023.9825
Indrect
γF,τpjq 381.8359 11.2845
σF,τpjq 3197.2333 1258.6987
Connecting Traffic
Revenue
γC Constant 6049.9594 1292.7018

Connect Traffic -0.3152 1.4487
σC 331123.1796 1957304.0891
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Table 3.6: Implied Carrier Qualities and Marginal Costs for IAH to DEN.

Quality (average of two directions) MC
Service Mean No. of Implied Unconditional Unconditional Implied Unconditional Unconditional
Type Price Passengers Direct Indirect Direct Indirect

American AA Indirect $295 620 0.531 0.911 0.055 2.175 3.283 2.954
Continental CO Direct $368 32270 2.216 1.453 0.055 2.084 3.283 2.954
Delta DL No entry - - 0.905 0.055 - 3.283 2.954
Northwest NW No entry - - 0.907 0.055 - 3.283 2.954
United UA Direct $352 12655 1.828 1.427 0.055 2.546 3.283 2.954
US Airways US No entry - - 0.908 0.055 - 3.283 2.954
Southwest WN No entry - - 0.838 0.331 - 2.336 2.878
Other Legacy YY No entry - - 0.237 -0.270 - 3.283 2.954
Other Low cost ZZ Direct $328 8655 1.595 0.620 0.114 2.388 2.336 2.878
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Table 3.7: UA/CO Merger

Before Merger After Merger
no entry entry with selection entry with no selection

MC Quality
Direct entry probabil-
ity

- - 1.49% 6.93% 14.85%

Other entry probabil-
ity

- - 35.32% 31.68% 34.65%

Average Prices of orig-
inal entrants

3.56 3.79 3.76 3.73 3.70

Average Prices of all
entrants

- - 3.78 3.76 3.72

Consumer welfare $16,719,208 $14,356,898 $14,450,680 $14,573,165 $14,794,473
Average price percent-
age increase

- 6.46% 5.65% 4.84% 3.94%
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Appendix A

Appendix for Chapter 1

A.1 Price Elasticities for Three-level Nested Logit Model

Price elasticity 1 measures how the share of product k changes when the price of

product q changes. It is defined as:

εkq “
Bsk
Bpq

˚
pq
sk

(A.1)

Recall that the share of product k is calculated as the following:

sk “ sk|jt ˚ sj|t ˚ st, (A.2)

where sk|jt is the probability of choosing car k conditional on choosing make j and

style t, and sj|t is the probability of choosing make j conditional on choosing style t.

These three components have the following forms:

sk|jt “
exppηkjt{τq

ř

lPmake j exppηljt{τq
(A.3)

1 In the paper, I include distance into the utility function which is buyer-car specific. In the
following analysis, I ignore the subscript for buyer i, but keep in mind that the elasticity we are
calculating here is buyer specific.
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sj|t “
t
ř

lPmake j exppηljt{τqu
τ{ν

ř

nPtype tt
ř

lPmake j exppηlnt{τqu
τ{ν

(A.4)

st “
r
ř

nPtype tt
ř

lPmake j exppηlnt{τqu
τ{νsν

1`
ř

all typer
ř

nPtype tt
ř

lPmake j exppηlnt{τqu
τ{νsν

(A.5)

τ “ p1´ σmakeqp1´ σtypeq and ν “ 1´ σtype. ηkjt is the mean utility:

ηkjt “ βXk ` αPk, (A.6)

where X includes all car characteristics other than price.

In order to calculate price elasticity, I first calculate Bsk
Bpq

. We can see that depend-

ing on the relationship between k and q, the derivatives are different. If k and q are

the same car:

Bsk
Bpk

“ αskr1` p
1

ν
´

1

τ
qsk|jt ` p1´

1

ν
qsk|jtsj|t ´ sks. (A.7)

If k and q are the same style and make but k ‰ q:

Bsk
Bpq

“ αskrp
1

ν
´

1

τ
qsq|jt ` p1´

1

ν
qsq|jtsj|t ´ sqs. (A.8)

If k and q are the same style but not same make:

Bsk
Bpq

“ αskrp1´
1

ν
qsq|jtsj|t ´ sqs. (A.9)

If k and q are of different styles:

Bsk
Bpq

“ ´αsksq (A.10)

Therefore, own price elasticities are:

εkk “ αpkr1` p
1

ν
´

1

τ
qsk|jt ` p1´

1

ν
qsk|jtsj|t ´ sks. (A.11)
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Cross price elasticities when k and q have the same style and make are:

εkq “ αpqrp
1

ν
´

1

τ
qsq|jt ` p1´

1

ν
qsq|jtsj|t ´ sqs. (A.12)

Cross price elasticities when k and q have the same style and but different makes are:

εkq “ αpqrp1´
1

ν
qsq|jtsj|t ´ sqs. (A.13)

Cross price elasticities when k and q have different styles are:

εkq “ ´αpqsq (A.14)

We can see that under the nested logit assumption, the sensitivity of product k’s

share to product q’s price change only depends on the price and share of product

q. The partial derivatives derived above is also needed when solving Bertrand-Nash

equilibrium. Recall that the FOC of the profit function for dealer d is:

BΠ

Bpq
“
ÿ

b

Mbsbq `
ÿ

kPd

ppk ´ ckqr
ÿ

b

Mb
Bsbk
Bpq

s “ 0

Replace the partial derivatives with the previous formula, I rewrite the FOC as:

BΠ

Bpq
“
ÿ

b

Mbsbq `
ÿ

kPd

ppk ´ ckqr
ÿ

b

Mbαsbkfpsbq, sbq|jt, sbj|tqs “ 0

Function f depends on the relationship between k and q.
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Appendix B

Appendix for Chapter 3

B.1 Monte Carlo Studies of Alternative Equilibrium Selection Meth-
ods

In this appendix we present several Monte Carlo studies of the estimation procedure

outlined in Section 3.4 for different equilibrium selection approaches. To simplify

things they are performed on a model with fewer parameters, albeit one with a richer

nesting structure. In this model there is no distinction between direct and indirect

entry but carriers continue to be distinguished by whether they are an LEG or LCC.

In this model there is a two-level nesting structure for demand. The highest level of

nest is the fly/don’t fly decision. The next level of nest, conditional on choosing to

fly, is whether to fly a LEG or LCC carrier.

As discussed in Section 3.4, we considered two weaker assumptions about the or-

der in which potential entrants move. The first approach assumes that the order of

entry, which affects the equilibrium outcome in the sequential move game, is prob-

abilistic (although the exact order is known to all firms when they take their entry

decisions) and depends on firm characteristics. In this case, it is possible to estimate
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the probabilistic function determining the order as part of estimation.

The other approach is to be agnostic about the entry order, either by assuming

that there is a sequential order of entry but that it is unknown to the econometrician,

or that there is simultaneous entry but only pure strategy equilibria are played. This

approach builds on Ciliberto and Tamer (2009). For a given simulated value of

structural parameters, θs, we can solve for all of the equilibria of the entry game.

For this value of parameters, across all of these equilibria we can compute outcomes

of the game that will form the moments that we are interested in matching. This

set of outcomes will have an upper and lower value, which we denote fUBms pθmsq, and

fLBms pθmsq, respectively. We then can approximate the moments in the data as in

Equation (3.3):

ErfUBm pθq|pΓs «
1

S

ÿ

fUBms pθsq
φpθs|Xm, pΓq

gpθs|Xjmq
(B.1)

ErfLBm pθq|pΓs «
1

S

ÿ

fLBms pθsq
φpθs|Xm, pΓq

gpθs|Xjmq
(B.2)

This approach differs from Ciliberto and Tamer (2009) in that they need to re-solve

for all equilibria each time that they change one of the parameters. We calculate

confidence sets using the method of generalized moment selection in Andrews and

Soares (2010) and use their S1 criterion with an asymptotic approach to calculating

critical values.1

To perform Monte Carlos studies below, we consider data where markets differ

according to size and the set of potential entrants. All markets have 6 potential

entrants, either 4 LEG and 2 LCC or 2 LEG and 4 LCC, and the market size is

defined as either 100 or 150. In each market we observe the set of entrants, equilibrium

1 There recently has been a good deal of research on constructing confidence sets for partially
identified parameters in moment (in)equality models (e.g. Imbens and Manski (2004), Chernozhukov
et al. (2007), Bugni (2010)).
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prices and market shares. We specify 11 moments to match for each type of market

based on number of entrants, market shares and prices of each type of entrant.

Table B.1 reports the results of three Monte Carlo experiments of this model that

differ in their equilibrium selection assumptions. In the first column, the order of

entry in the data is random and we assume that this is known to the researcher.

This is the assumption most akin to what we do when we estimate our model above.

In the second column legacy carriers are more likely to move first according to a

probabilistic order selection function where the probability that a firm j is chosen to

be next in the order when there are K firms remaining is given by a logit function

exppLEGjΨORDERq
řK

k“1 exppLEGkΨORDERq
, where LEGj is an indicator for whether carrier j is a LEG

firm, and we estimate the strength of this effect (ΨORDER), although the importance

sample draws assume a random order. In the final column the entry order in the

data is random, but we only assume that a pure strategy equilibrium is played. In

this case, for a given parameter vector, we solve for all of the pure strategy equilibria

and use the set of equilibria to form lower and upper bounds for each moment (in

some cases they will be the same number). We use the S1 criterion for critical values

described in Andrews and Soares (2010)’s Generalized Moment Selection procedure to

estimate lower and upper bounds for the confidence set for each parameter, which are

the numbers reported in the table.2 The estimation method accurately recovers the

structural taste and cost parameters in each of the three specifications. The fact that

the bounds on each parameter in the third experiment are close together reflects the

fact that it is unusual for more than one or two outcomes to be supported as different

equilibria or by different orders. For the same reason, we find that the estimates of

the factors that determine the order tend to be very imprecise in the second column.

2 We calculate these bounds by searching for the lowest and highest values of the particular pa-
rameter where the value of an objective function is less than a critical value.
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B.2 Counstruction of the Connecting Traffic Variable

While we do not try to model an airline’s decision about how to configure its entire

network, we do need to account for the fact that connecting traffic may influence

route-level entry decisions. For example, 65.3% of the passengers orginating in

Raleigh-Durham (RDU) who fly on Delta to Atlanta do not have Atlanta as their

final destination, but instead go onto cities such as San Francisco. The ability to

serve these passengers will make it more attractive for Delta to provide direct service

between RDU and ATL. The ability to serve connecting passengers is likely to be

particularly important when considering routes into hub airports that are in smaller

cities, such as Charlotte, NC.

We view the development of a fully structural model where passengers make

choices over the complete range of possible connections as beyond the scope of this

paper. Instead we proceed by developing a more ‘reduced-form’ model of how many

people connecting passengers fly on a particular carrier-route segment (e.g., DL on

RDU-ATL) out of those taking connections on a longer origin-destination pair (e.g.,

DL on RDU-SFO), taking into account that the set of carrier-route segments that we

observe being served will be a selected sample, by using a two-step Heckman selection

approach. We then aggregate up over the carrier origin-destination pairs that use a

particular segment (e.g., DL on RDU-SFO and DL on RDU-LAX) to get a prediction

of how many connecting passengers will be served if DL flies the segment RDU-ATL.

It turns out that we are able to predict how many people use a particular segment as

part of a connecting service very well, and our model allows us to make predictions

about how many connecting passengers would be served on a segment that we do not

currently observe in the data.3 Of course, this does not tell us how valuable these

3 This is true even though our model does not use additional information that will affect connecting
choices such as the time between flights.
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passengers are to the carrier because we do not know a carrier’s expected marginal

profit of serving a connecting passenger. We can however estimate the value of

these connecting passengers when estimating the route-level entry model, using the

predicted number of passengers as a covariate.

Model

We take the number of passengers who travel connecting for a given origin-destination

pair as given, and instead focus on the connecting airport through which they decide

to travel.4 We assume that from the set of routes that are available for one-stop

connections, their choices of which one to choose are made according to a simple logit

choice model. The market share scj of a carrier (c)-connection (j) that is available

will be

scj “
exppXcjβ ` ξcjq

1`
ř

l

ř

k exppXlkβ ` ξlkq
(B.3)

where (l, k) are other available carrier-connections and Xcj are observed carrier-

connection characteristics and ξcj is an unobserved component, and we are normal-

izing the Xβ for one of the possible choices to be zero.5 The outside choice (choice

0) that we will use is the aggregation of all possible carrier-connections that are not

makde using a hub (we will define what carrier-airport combinations we consider to

be hubs below): for example, travelling from JFK to ATL via RDU on Delta (RDU

is not a hub), or travelling from RDU to DFW via ATL on American. In this case

4 We will only use passengers who make one connection in any direction to estimate our model
(allowing for the fact that they might not use the same connecting airport if they connect both
ways). FACT ON SIZE OF FLOW. Note that this is not inconsistent with our route level model.
For example, when we are looking at the RDU-ATL route market we take into account the fact
that entry and pricing decisions on that route will affect how many people fly indirectly between
these airports. However, when looking at this route we will take the number of people who fly
indirectly between RDU and SFO as given, in the same way that we are treating airport presence
(determined by entry decisions on other routes) as given. As a robustness check we can also estimate
our connecting entry model using earlier quarters of data and show that our results are similar.

5 As we do not have prices in this model, we will not try to give it a utility interpretation, although
it will be affected by things such as travel distance that will indirectly affect utility.
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we can define

logpscjq ´ logps0q “ Xcjβ ` ξj (B.4)

We could estimate equation (7) directly by OLS if we assumed that Epξj|Xjq “ 0.

For Xjs we use are variables that we are treating as exogenous (in this case, airport

presence variables and functions of geography such as distances and populations), but

the assumption may still fail because of selection. In particular, a carrier may be

more likely to be serving a route where it is likely to have a large share of connecting

traffic, and we only observe the market share when a carrier serves the route. We

address this issue by modelling the probability that the carrier enters (which will

mean it serves both of the segments for the connecting route directly e.g., DL serving

both RDU to ATL and ATL to SFO) using a probit, i.e.,

Prpc serves route jq “ Φ pWcjγq (B.5)

which facilitates estimation using a Heckman procedure where we allow for the resid-

uals in (B.5) and to be correlated (B.4). The results are very similar using a two-

step approach (which does not impose that the ξjs are normally distributed) and a

maximum likelihood approach, with the correlation of the predicted values in (B.4)

exceeding 0.999, so we report the more efficient maximum likelihood estimates below.

Considering the logic of our model allows us to define some exclusion restrictions

that facilitate identification of this system. For example, whether Delta offers direct

service between RDU and ATL and ATL and SFO will largely be driven by factors

that are relevant for the choices of consumers who want to travel only these segments

but would not necessarily the effect the choices of travellers who are trying to go from

RDU to SFO. For example, the size of Raleigh-Durham and Atlanta populations (and

their interaction) will increase demand on the RDU-ATL route and so will tend to

make entry into that route more likely, but, conditional on entry, the size of neither
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city’s population should necessarily affect whether people going from RDU to SFO

decide to fly via Atlanta or a smaller city such as Charlotte. In Xcj we include

carrier c’s presence at the origin and its square, its presence at the destination and

its square, the interaction between carrier c’s origin and destination presence, the

distance involved in flying route j divided by the non-stop distance between the origin

and destination (call this the ‘relative distance’), an indicator for whether route j is

the shortest route involving a hub, an indicator for whether j is the shortest route

involving a hub for carrier c and the interaction between these two indicator variables

and the relative distance. In Wcj we include origin, destinaton and connecting airport

presence for carrier c; the interactions of origin and connecting airport presence and

of destination and connecting airport presence; origin, destinaton and connecting

city populations; the interactions of origin and connecting city populations and of

destination and connecting city populations, a count of the number of airports in

the origin, destination and connecting cities6; indicators for whether either of the

origin or destination airports is an airport with limitations on how far planes can fly

(LaGuardia and Washington National) and the interactions of these variables with

the distance between the origin or destination (as appropriate) and the connecting

airport; indicators for whether the origin or destination airport are slot constrained

(LaGuardia, JFK, Newark and Washington National). In both Xcj and Wcj we also

include origin, destination and carrier-connecting airport dummies.

To construct our estimation sample we first construct the set of all possible carrier-

origin-destination-connecting airport combinations using the 100 largest airports in

the US (based on the number of originating passengers - this set includes all of the

airports we use when estimating our full model) and the 14 largest carriers. See Table

B.2 for examples of these combinations. This involves breaking up the ‘other LCC’

6 For example, the number is 3 for the airports BWI, DCA and IAD in the Washington DC-
Baltimore metro area.
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carrier that we use in our full model into Airtran, Frontier, JetBlue and XX and

our ‘other legacy’ carrier into Alaska Airlines, America West and . As our sample

of passengers we identify from the DB1B data passengers who (i) travel from their

origin to their destination making at least one stop in at least one direction (or their

only direction if they go one way)and no more than one stop in both directions; and,

(ii) have only one ticketing carrier for their entire trip which is one of the carriers just

listed. For each direction of the trip, a passenger counts as one-half of a passenger

on an origin-connecting-destination pair route (so a passenger travelling RDU-ATL-

SFO-CVG-RDU counts as 1
2

on RDU-ATL-SFO and 1
2

on RDU-CVG-SFO). Having

joined the passenger data to the set of carrier-origin-destination-connecting airport

combinations, we then drop [distance, number of travellers].

As mentioned above, we focus on connections involving hub airports and not

connections involving airports that are not hubs. This is just to capture the fact

that it is really at hubs that connecting traffic has a potentially important effect on

entry and exit decisions. While there are many different ways to define hubs, given

our purpose we use the airport-carrier combinations where the carrier connects at

least 10,000 of the connecting DB1B passengers that we identified above in our Q2

2005 data. The resulting set of carrier-hubs is defined in the following table:

One point to note is that some airports that are often called ‘hubs’ do not make

this list. Examples would be Newark for Continental (8.1k connecting passengers)

and San Francisco for United (8.4k). These carriers do have a large number of flights

from these airports, but these flights primarily serve people leaving or visiting the

associated large cities rather than connecting onto other domestic flights. Our data

does contain people making international connections. In our full model we allow for

the number of international connections served from a city to have a separate effect

on the profitability of serving domestic routes into an airport.
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We define a carrier as being ‘present’ in an origin-destination-connecting airport

triple if it (or its regional affiliates) fly at least one flight per day during the quarter

on each of the segments, based on the T100 data, and serves at least some connecting

passengers via this connection. We also drop any triple where the connecting airport

is less than 100 miles from the origin or the destination (this leaves some relatively

close pairs such as Raleigh-Durham and Charlotte in our sample). For estimation, we

consider origin-destination pairs which at least 25 passengers travel using connecting

service and at least some passengers choose our outside option of connecting via

other airports, which gives us a sample of 5,765 origin-destination pairs and 142,506

carrier-origin-destination-hub connecting airport combinations, of which 47,996 are

considered to be served.

The results of the Heckman selection model estimation are reported below. Stan-

dard errors are clustered on the carrier-connecting airport combination, and, for this

sample of data, the correlation in the residuals in the two equations is estimated to

be statistically insignificant. The signs on the coefficients on the other variables gen-

erally make sense when they are significant. For example, shorter connecting routes

are more popular than longer ones, as are connecting routes served by carriers that

have large presence at the origin or destination. Routes are more likely to be served

when the carrier has a large presence at the origin, destination and the connecting

airport.

Our model predicts values of Xβ for carrier-origin-destination-connecting airport

combinations. However, as an input to our model we are interested in how well

the model predicts the amount of traffic that a carrier will have when it offers direct

service between an airport and a hub (for example, between RDU and Atlanta, where

passengers may be going from RDU to a large number of possible destinations or

going from anyone of a large number of originating airports to RDU). When we
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aggregate up to this level, the estimated model does a pretty accurate job of predicting

how many people travle giving the set of routes that airlines currently fly. For the

identified legacy carriers (AA, CO, DL, NW, UA, US), the correlation between the

number of connecting passengers served on one of these segments and the number of

passengers the model predicts is 0.96. The model also does a good job of predicting

some of the variation created by geography. For example, the model predicts that

AA should serve 2,247 connecting passengers on RDU-DFW, 1213 on RDU-ORD and

376 on RDU-STL, which compares with observed numbers of 2,533, 1197 and 376.

On the other hand, from Boston the model correctly predicts that AA will serve more

connecting traffic via ORD (2265, observed 2765) than DFW (2040, observed 2364).
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Table B.1: Monte Carlo Results for Different Assumptions on Entry Order

Parameter/ Random Eqm. Parametric Assume Pure
(Distribution Family) Truth Selection Eqm. Selection Strat. Eqm.
LEG Marginal Cost {Mean, Var.} ={0.4, 0.01} {0.40, 0.01} {0.40, 0.01} {[0.39,0.41], [0.008,0.012]}

(LogN) (0.01) (0.002) (0.008) (0.002) {[0.003,0.003], [0.001,0.001]}

LCC Marginal Cost {Mean, Var.} ={0.2, 0.01} {0.20, 0.01} {0.20, 0.01} {[0.19,0.21], [0.007,0.013]}
(LogN) (0.01) (0.004) (0.01) (0.003) {[0.003,0.003], [0.001,0.001]}

LEG Fixed Cost {Mean, Var.} ={3.0, 0.25} {3.02, 0.26} {3.01, 0.25} {[2.92,3.07], [0.011,0.722]}
(LogN) (0.12) (0.09) (0.11) (0.08) {[0.024,0.013], [0.002,0.104]}

LCC Fixed Cost {Mean, Var.} ={2.0, 0.25} {1.99, 0.24} {2.01, 0.24} {[1.95,2.05], [0.02,0.65]}
(LogN) (0.11) (0.10) (0.11) (0.08) {[0.018,0.012], [0.019,0.086]}

LEG Quality, βLEG {Mean, S.D.} ={1.5, 0.4} {1.52, 0.37} {1.50, 0.39} {[1.47,1.53], [0.32,0.46]}
(N) (0.07) (0.07) (0.06) (0.07) {[0.005,0.008], [0.029,0.015]}

LCC Quality, βLCC {Mean, S.D.} ={0.5, 0.4} {0.51, 0.40} {0.49, 0.40} {[0.48,0.53], [0.34,0.45]}
(N) (0.06) (0.06) (0.04) (0.06) {[0.005,0.006], [0.021,0.013]}

Price Sensitivity, α {Mean, Var.} ={3.0, 0.25} {3.03, 0.25} {2.99, 0.25} {[2.97,3.03], [0.21,0.29]}
(LN) (0.11) (0.05) (0.12) (0.05) {[0.01,0.01], [0.01,0.01]}

{Fly, No Fly} Nest, γ1 {Mean, S.D.} ={0.8, 0.03} {0.80, 0.03} {0.80, 0.03} {[0.78,0.82], [0.001,0.058]}
pTRNq (0.02) (0.01) (0.02) (0.01) {[0.004,0.006], [0.0003,0.011]}

{LEG,LCC} Nest, γ2 {Mean, S.D.} ={0.4, 0.03} {0.40, 0.03} {0.40, 0.03} {[0.39,0.41], [0.001,0.057]}
pTRNq (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) {[0.003,0.002], [0.001,0.009]}

ΨORDER 1.0 N/A 0.74 N/A
(0.46)

Note: The random order and parametric equilibrium approaches use 1000 obs. with 5 sims/obs. When we only assume
that pure strategy equilibria are played, we use 5000 obs. with 5 sims/obs. The first two columns of estimates give the
mean and standard deviation (in parentheses) of the estimates across 100 replications. The last column gives the mean
and standard deviation of the upper and lower bound for each parameter across 10 replications.
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Table B.2: Examples of Airport-Airline Pairs

Airline Airports Defined As Hub For Airline
American (AA) Dallas-Fort Worth (DFW, 104.4k), Chicago O’Hare

(ORD, 51.8k), St. Louis (STL, 11.3k)
Continental (CO) Houston Intercontinental (IAH, 61.3k), Cleveland (CLE,

11.2k)
Delta (DL) Atlanta (ATL, 167.7k), Cincinnati (CVG, 69.4k), Salt

Lake City (SLC, 32.0k)
Frontier (F9) Denver (DEN, 17.8k)
Independence Air (DH) Washington Dulles (IAD, 19.7k)
Airtran (FL) Atlanta (ATL, 32.4k)
America West (HP) Phoenix (PHX, 50.2k), Las Vegas (LAS, 12.5k)
Northwest (NW) Detroit (DTW, 67.4k), Minneapolis (MSP, 69.7k), Mem-

phis (MEM, 29.8k)
United (UA) Chicago O’Hare (ORD, 67.4k), Denver (DEN, 53.8k),

Washington Dulles (18.1k)
Southwest (WN) Phoenix (PHX, 18.0k), Las Vegas (LAS, 15.0k), Chicago

Midway (14.8k), Baltimore (BWI, 13.3k)
US Airways (US) Charlotte (CLT, 76.9k), Philadelphia (PHL, 32.1k),

Pittsburgh (PIT, 13.5k)
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